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iht dear Dr. Schlagle.

I should like to extend to you and to all the delegates

of the Fiat National Conferenoeon Citizenship my heirtiest meetings.

I an confident that this conference will do much to implement end

improve the standards of American citizenship in the new era befores,

Never before hamitizenship meant so much to the people of

this hation as it does in the critical days that lie mead, I think

it fitting that I quote from an historic address of loner President

.oodroe Nilson: "A nation that is not constantly relieved out of new

sources la apt to have the narrowness and prejudice of a fmallyj

1,hereaa Arorica DADA Nye this ccraciousness, that on all sides it

touches elbows and touches hearts with All the nations of mankind."

That statement was timely end significant than and It is ,

even more so today. As one of the victorious nations our citirem

face the 'Teat task of assuring that those who died in the goat

struggle for,peace shall not have made this eacrifice in

The delegetes'at you conference repr lent the great cross

sections ,of America and I em sure that your orations and findings

will add such to the important cause of grrd. t senship and rood

:averment. 4

Please be assured of my keen intere in the auccess of

this conference and of its far reaching achiovesents.

Very since ely'your

tr. F. L. Schlagle,

President,

rational Education Iliodation,

1211 SixteenthStreet, N. 19
i,ashinrton 6, D. C.
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TOEMPHASIZE the sigtifi carre of citizenship . re-
minds us all that what is truly an important event
in the lives of those who come from other lands to
seek ,citizenship. here, is no less important for the
nation which we serve; and that upon us rests the
responsibility for welcoming our new -citizens with
dignity and reverence in keeping with so. precious an
institution as American Citizenship.

-HARLAN F. STONE

. .
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PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE

, BY EACH GENERATION

the torch of liberty and freedom' must be kept burning

the responsibilitiei of citizenship must be discharged

.--"--.1tfisepportunities of citizenship Must be appreciated

During the war, and 'particularly while our armies were being most

vigorously attacked, it was easy to be a goq citizen. 'V'e were united by

a Common causethe very existence of our nation, our way of life, our fdrm

of government.

With the coming of peace, and the, rapid removal of wartime restrictions,

initiatives, and 'commonly understandable goals, we have entered a dangerous

period in our history. There are already clear signs of growing disunity,

of increasing intolerance, of suspicion of leadtirs,anetof organizations, and

of apparent lack of personal and group responsibility for our national welfare.

Of first importance in peacetime, as in wartime, in the success of our democ I

racy is the need for an active, alert, enlightened, conscientious, and progres.

sive citizenry.

The major goal of this Conference is the focusing of national attention on

the value ofimerican citizenship, together with its duties and responsibilities.

From theleliberations of the eight special conference work ,groups, it is

expected that specific and 'definite r,ecomm endations will jorne to aid the

various groups in our American society in strengthening their contributions

to the development of an enlightened citizenship geared to the needs of this '

new era.

Freedom and democracy are never permanently secured.

They must be achieved anew by eatkend'ation.

[8]
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iependence Square, scene of
tference on Citizenship.
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WORKING 'AIMS OF THE CONFERENCE

/ EllkST O. MELBY

Dean, New Ybrk University,
Permanent' Chairman of the Conference

IRIS CONFERENCE ON CITIZENSHIP iS\ being held at an exceedingly
opportune time. The very. way of --life which has given American
citizenship its .truest meaning is being subjected to tests that are more

severe than those of any previous period .in our history. We are in the
process of discovering' that our way of life, though, it, is 'the most glorious
ever devised by man, is also one of great responsThility and obligation. At
'home our country faced serious economic problems which must be solved
promptly and ieffecti;ely if free institutions are to survive: In the inter-
national scene 'America must develop, leadership which is commensurate.
With-bet-power and integatiotial position. These two vast undertakings
must go hand in hand if we are to have world peace and national piospesity
and well-being. But in the last analysis it' is the responsibility of citizenship

to buil& a successful -democratic society atshome, and to make America a
leader for international justice and peace. We know that it is upon

socialCation that we depend for the development of good citizenship and social
effectiveness.

In the past we in America have often taken our freedom for granted.
We have been quick\to assert..our rights and to ask our privileges, but' we
ate often slow to assume our responsibilities, especially in the area of con-
cern for the welfare of our fellow men. It is no secret that even in the
international scene our failure to extend the benefits of freedom to millions
of our citizens is proving a handicap in dealing with other countries. Other
nations are at a loss to understand holv a country that protests its democracy
and freedom-loving qualities should fail so signally to extend the benefits
of freedom to large proportions of its' population. Similarly, it is hard for
other countries to understand hoir we have want in the midst of plenty;
and how it can be that with all our resources for prosperity and national
well-being we seem strangely unable to come to grips with our current
economic problems as, for example, tha related to the housing of our peo-
ple, especially the returned veteran. s American citizens we must re-
member that our free institutions are or God-given rights that we shall
retain regardless of the way in which e accept our responsibilities. Our

free institutions will live only as long s .we make them work, and when
we fail to make them work to the beneAt of our people they will die along

[ 13]



I THE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE

Ilith other social pasterns that. made similar failores. Clearly, the great

43Pc4sibility of education for citizenship is to alter the thinking of boys

d Bit and men and woinen that they will perform 'their duties of citi.

Kosuip so as to make freedom a reality. If freedom works it will not

(11111 live in our own country but it will co lend itself to people the world

ver' We in America thus have a double responsibility. We must make
heed()

ta a reality for our own people. We must give freedom a chance to
show

, Its dynamic and creative qualities in order that its benefits may spread

fild 0 a whole, Education must give us c' izens who can and will

eZate up to the responsibilities placed ueon.

15 Conference is called to clarify our 'cadet

we should leave these meetings with a clt

8'eatt courage and, inspiration tot its suc

by free institutions,

e irea of citizenship.

of our task, and a

pletion.

Opening Conference SessionLeft

to right; Walter E. Myer, Presiding

Officer, President, Civic Education

Service; Speaking, Dean Ernert 0.

MelbY, School of Education, New

York University, Permanent Chair-

man of the Conference,

I

ti

1./
SECOND GENERAL SESSION

Friday afternoon, May 17, 12:30 to 2:30 p, m.

Luncheon Meeting

Ball Room, Benjamin Franklin Hotel

Presiding

EARL G. HARRISON

Dean, Law School, University of Pennsylvania

ot



GREETINGS

BERNARD SAMUEL'

Mayor of Philadelphia

. ,.

IT IS APPROPRIATE THAT The First National Conference on Citizenship

'should be held in the city of Philadelphia, because it was 'here our gov.

,enun. ent was established and it was here the COnstitution of the United

States was debated and adopted and given to the worlds the original Charter

of Liberties.

I trust that before the delegates to' the Conference depart for their homes

they will visit our Shrine of Liberty and other historic buildings for which

the ity of Philadelphia is famed. Our citr was the hub of the wheel of

stiri g events attending the War for Independence, and it has been in the

fore runt of American municipalities taking appropriate interest in fostering
...

good citizenship.
1;.,p

The value of American citizenship takes on added significance in these

critical times, because we have just erged from a devastating war and arche

entering a new era which all libertNling people hope will be peaceful and

prosperous. New citizens can play a most important part in the readjust.

ment of the affairs of the world, the outcome of which means so much to all.

I extend cordial greetings to the delegates attending the Conference. I ;,.

hope the sessions will be most successful and that the discussions to take place P,6

will give impetus to the movement which has for its purpose the recognition,

observance, and commemoration of American citizenship.

GREETINGS /

ALEXANDER 3. STODDARD

Superintendent of Schools, Philadelphia

CITIZENS of this coptry can be divided into two groups: those who

"consume" citizedhip by always demanding their rights; and those who
,

believe in "dynamic participation" in citizenship by meeting their ob.

*ions to the country. We roust strive to be as those people who consider

that citizenship is all obligation to give their services to their country; to do

eggthing they can-for everyone. ,,.
G. .

The highest type of citizens are those who do not think primarily of

taking Or giving. They see thefs elves as part of the whole country and are

joining with others to make this nation a better place in which to live,

40

Conftn:uce Leader'sLeft to right; Fred S. Hutchins, Citizenship Corn.

mime, American Bar Association; Walter E. Myer, President, Civic

Education Association; R. J. Colbert, Director, University of W isconsin,

Ilureall of Community Development; Dean Ernest 0. Melly, School

of Education, New York University. Permanent Chairman of the Con.

Pence, Richard B. Kennon, NEA Staff Member, Citizenship Com-

mittee; and bulge .Carl B. Hyatt, U. S, Department of Justice.

3

[16]
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A ROAD MAP FOR THE COMMON MAN.

\ BEN SI, CRERRINGTON

, Director,' Social Science hundatiy, University of Denter,

i awl Special Coale 11Department of State on UNESCO

,

yIEWED in the perspective of history it wouldeppea,r that mankind is

in the midst of them farreachinfrevolution in history: ' From the

historical Point' of 14ew the two great world wars, appeiir to bet

rather than the cause of this revolution which they have en

dowed with such unprecedented violence. Appli d science is the chief mis

chiefmaker. It is science that has made the orld 'one. Frantically,' be.

latedly, man is tryintto still this revolution y bringing. the world com-

munity under .the reign. ,of law anctordeP=. /6/Ltionsly all men area man-

dated to study and understand the wbrI4, organizations now being created to

upon which our attention must be foamed. We must not only s dy the in.'

if,)stabilize global society. ,HoweVer, there is a deeper and more im rtant level

o

stitutions man- is buildingwe must f tiidy man himself. For in the last

analyils Mil revolition is but the dynimic reaction of the human spirit m

the impact of science. Everywlire, common man is stirring restlessly, power.

fully. Elementary impulses are driving him and will continue to drive him

until they are satisfied. There will be no calm or serenity or peace in the

',world until those Impulses have attained reasonable equilibrium.. f: new

day which all are seeking will come only as these basic impulses ar under. .

stood and directed to constructive ends. I shall mention 'four today.

''The first is the "hunger to belong." Until man feels himself a part of

'the group with which his life is laced he is ill at ease and unhappy.

Once he becomes adjusted to. the p the feeling of belonging, brings him

tremendous satisfaction. This sense of "belonging" is the cement, that holds

all societies together. The first task, therefore, confrontirigsociety ii to make

common man aware of the world community into which modern communi-

cation and transportation have drawn him. Once he has become conscious ., '
of membership hi this wider community the feeling of "belonging" will be

a powerful factor rending to hold the world community together. The

bask job, then, is to mobilize every agency df education to theend that coni.

mon than everywhere shall sense his membership in the world society and

gladly accept the responsibilities of citizenship therein.

The second basic impulse is the "hunger to knoiv." It is estimated that

there are at least one billion adults in the world and of these only one in

four an be said to be literate. How will it be possible in the modem in-

( 18)
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to ated world to maintain the instqutions of free men when three.cluarters

of e citizens lack the men 4iornmunication?, Obviously one orthe

most angeroni enemies of a fie; and peaceful world community is ignor'

' ante. an possesses the (ethnical d vice whereby common, man everywhere

can readily communicatewith fe ows but them can be do adequate tom,

municationvntil illiteracy is abolis . Here again human nature comes

to our aid. All men are endowed with instinctive .curiosity the desire to

a \ I

c light of this task dle importance and promise of UNESCO i dearly

manifest. For UNESCO proAdes facilities through, w ich f the

world 'may cooperate to stile the scales of ignorance from t eyes heir

fellnws and in the doing of this task develop an internationaLunderstan ng

and goodwill which will undergird the institutions of an ordered world.

The third basic impulse is the "hunger for security." In its, primitive

manifestation this takes the form ,of desire fos ood, shelter, clothing, and

the simple amenities of life.but in the,modern day it expresses itself in far

more ambitious tete. Common man today instinctively'senses that 'tech-

`ttology makes it potentially possible for him to have a larger share in the

\-; material things 9f life -More than food and shelter and clothing he wants.

schbols for his children, and the opportunities for his family that a larger

income provides. No matter where one gavels in the world today he finds

two major systems in the wdrld,bare fddin for his allegiance!,

the common man reachit out fora larger share of ieFr (goods. Roughly

speaking there a

,each promising to fulfil his hunger for security. 0ne system may be de-

scri stateism,, the theory that the totalltate Owning and, operating the ,

nati nal economy is the ,surest way of producing maximum wealth and dis-

tributing it equitably. theither system may be described as a qualified

system of free enterprise.inrwhich the major portion of the economy is

owned and operated by individuals within the framework of rules laid down

by the state. The supporters of this system believe t at it, rather than 'state-

ism, it best. designed to produce maximum wealth d, in tge long, run tb

insure its equitable distribution. :

19

We in America are inclined to believe that the free terprise system

operating within rules laid down by a democratically tonttblled state will

prove to be the most productive system, but the competition of ,thi opposing

system has been too brief for'or our convictions to be demonstrated it'll finality.

But even though time should demonstrate that tOtat stiteisni can produce

and distribute a greater amount of wealth there is a fundamental objecdon

to it which appears to most Americans.

To describe that fundamental objettion we turn to the foqth basic hu'.

man impulse, namely,) the "hunger for status." Man is so constituted: that it
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is constitutionallrdpossible for him to accept a cheap estimate of his own

significance. Instinctively through the ages man has sought for some more

worthwhile estimate o his own meaning than "dust to dust and ashes to

ashes;', Here it seems to me we have touched upon man's deefest impulse.

Far more important than e hunger to know or the hunger for security is ,

this universal hunger to be body. Someone his said that common man

"wants to be wanted" and it is true. Stateism is a'sPurious answer to this

longing for dignity and worth and yet it has a subtle appeal as we witnessed'

aide amazing rise to power of the Nazis. It is not so much the Nazis

promise to give the people of Germany security as the promise to give 'a

feeling of worth to each individual that the Nazis so quickly welded ,the

ermans into .a nation of tremendous power. The common German, es-

rcially the German youth; became self. bnident and proud by merking

h personality in the group periOnality of the German race; his own life

took on vast significance as it became identified with what to him was the

glorious 'German natioi: Obviously this,formula for 'attaining Nth and

dignity if accepted by the common man Alay make's inevitable another

world war for it is tlnly by the dominance of one state over all others that

this sublimation of self in the worship of nation could persist in a tech.

nological civilization without overt conflict.

We hold that it is through freedom that man finds the true meaning

of his existence. Freedom and liberty are not ends in themselves but they

are indispensable means whereby the common man may achieve a sense of

worthwhile at the same time living in peace and friendship with his fellow

men. Not because they are the basis of our American society but because

of our deep conviction tharthey are eternal verities we hold these truths to

,,be self-evident: "All men are created equal and are endowed by their creatot

with certain inalienable rights, among these life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness."

So far, stateism has been unable to set men free in the sense IR, which we

think of freedom. If the price of complete economic security were freedom,

are would regard it too great a price to pay; we would cling to freedom and

in the long run we believe all men will do the same, thing. For while it, is

true that in a crisis man will surrender his liberty for bread, in the long run

man will sacrifice bread and life itself to regain his liberty.

We who are the inheritors of liberty must cherish it and nurture it at all

costs and by our example deMonstrate,to common man everywhere that

through- freedom and through freedom alone, can his hunger to belong, to

know, to be secure, and to count, be fully satisfied,

1'
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, AMERICANS ALL

THE REVEREND DANIEL A. POLING

Churchman and Editor

"Lo, every people here has A

Its mot to answer freedom's call .. ."

0

N WIESE TWO LINES is vastly more than a poet's fancy. In them is at

once the strength and weakness of the"American Republic. We areI
, ,0

a composite of all races and colors; all brood streams of the earth con-

verge upon and unite in the American river if life. But do they unite?

:Difficult it is to find a cause national in its interest, continental in its pro-

portions, which does not at one and the same time evoke the enthusiastic

support of certain racial groups and the equally bitter Opposition,of others.

Manifestly thes*American scene differs from that of England, Australia, New

zealand, the Scandinavian countries, and many other nations where t14
v

populatioh is indigenous, or overwhelmingly of one blood.

A distinguished rabbi of Philadelphia said recently that the American

Jew, though always and forever a Jew, is nevertheless the biological product

of Arab, Amorite and Hittite, Egyptian, Greek and Roman, Moor and

Teuton. A very humble mathematician, given a pencil and sheet of paper,

can prove that if any of his ancestors came from the British Isles he car-

, ries in his veins the blood of William the Conquerordiluted, to be sure,

thinned to a razor alp and thinner, but. nevertheless!

The difficulty in all this is that biological bleedings represent a slow

and exhausting process. Centuries are required, and many a culture that

was once distinct has disappeared before the aging process is completed.

We are a new nation; proudly we proclaim ourselves the melting pot. But

in the past two generations we have grown restless waiting on the mixture.

Forty million immigrants in less than forty years all but overwhelmed the

receptacle. Our wisest Minds have been troubled and the very genius

of freedom has been extended.

For our very life's sake we must give attention and concentrate our best

thought and most unselfish spirit upon the program that brings us here.

Then it shall be that we can in truth add two more lines to those already

quoted from Denis McCarthy's immortal poem:

L&' every people here has sent

Ils'ions to answer freedom's call;

Their life's blood is the strong cement,

That builds and binds the nation's wall.

[ 21 ]
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What is the attitude that, racial and religious groups should assume to

ward each other? Some time since I heard the story of a man advanced in

years who came to his physician for a general "going over." The physician,

after a careful examination, said, "You are a miracle, sir. At eighty -two you

have the blood vessels and heart of a man twenty-five years your junior. What

is the explanation?" And the venerable gentleman, re lied, "Sixty years

ago my wife .and I came to an understanding that is, I think, responsible for

my good health and hers. We agreed that when I said anything she did not

like, she would remain silent, and thair when she said anything I did not,

like, I would go outdoors. Doctor,:' he continued, "for sixty years I have

enjoyed an outdoor life." Now this story suggests that the solution of a

problem lies in silence or withdrawal and, there are some who profess to

believe that goodwill and brotherhodd; that peace and understanding, are

achieve4 througV such a formula. I do nor agree. Neither silence nor

withdrawal has an adequate formula for and brotherhood must

have a voice or perish.

Thep, are two words I do not likeone is neutrality and the other

is. tolerance. When vital issues are,invols;:d, when freedom is in jeopardy,

when democratic institutions are ;reatened, and when religion is being

liquidated, neutrality of thought to those who have convictions is impos-

sible.

As to tolerance, I would have more than that from those I respect and

love. I would have their friendship, their understanding, their faith. Tol

trance suggests superiority and condescension. We "tolerate" those whom

we regard as our inferiors or the less wise; we "tolerate" conditions in life

about us that for the moment we cannot change. We "tolerate" the existence

of evils until they become intolerable, God helping us, I shall strive to be

worthy of something better than tolerance from my fellow citizens anetl please

'.Got; I shall give more than tolerance to my fellow Americans of other

faiths and other racial strains than my own.

It is in this spirit, without the sacrifice of any dearly held principle and

"loyal to the royal" each in himself, that we 4ontinue and strengthen

the unity that our 'sons achieved and that we with our allies dernOnstrated

in winning the war, There is no unity, no vital and vitalizing unity;lupon

any other basis. When for the sake of any human relationship, you sure

render that which is to you holy, you find not a friend but a master. There

is common ground for those of many loyalties and without prejudice to the

particulars of the several faiths. Jews, Catholics, and Protestants, the bla`ik

and the white, have not only freedom in common but the -responsibilities

of government in common. Our support of democratic institutions, free,

speech, free schools, a free press, and a free church, should transcend all our
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differences. If, for any separate cause, if with any selfishness of race or class

we should withdraw ourselves from these institutions or seek to exploit them

against any group among us, then we have betrayed ourselves, for here it

is that the profound principle holds"United we stand, divided we fall"

We have this America with all that gathers beneath the protecting folds

of our flag, not because we are of a particular faith nor because our an

cestors sailed from a particular foreign port, but because of the common

aspiration to be free and the undivided purpose to achieve for ourselves

and for our children to the end of time, the more abundant life,

If I should seek to deprive another.of that which I enjoy, or of the right

to win a comparable enjoyment, I would compromise my position and

weaken the defenses that have made my own rights secure. There are times

when I become impatient and resentful of what other men are saying, when

I am tempted to cry them down or close the halls to their speech. But then

I remember that free speech must be free! Within the Constitution and short

of violence or incitement to violence, liberty dare not be chained. However

profoundly we may detest the utterance, with profound faith in freedom itself

we must keep open the media for the release of ideas.

No more viral emphasis can be brought upon this occasion than the

emphasis that truth alone is eternal, that "crushed to earth it will rise again,"

it survives all persecutions and liquidations, and crowns with immortality

the thoughts of those who give to it their allegiance. Here is the promise

and the destiny of America. In this fountain of eternal youth are the ideas

and ideals that will govern the future and more and more perfect human

relations toward that day of man's brotherhood in God's fatherhood.

We have our homes in common. You are a Catholic or a Jew; I am a

Protestant. But our parenthood and all of threat or promise that surrounds

parenthood constitute a challenge to united thought and action.. There is

a. great synagogue two blocks blow my church and a great Catholic church

two blocks above. But the danger line ,for pedestrians is not as clearly de-

fined. My children may lie crushed beneath the wheels of drunken drivers

anywhere in that broad street; they must face the open doors of vice and

the menace of crime at all points of the compass. And unless Catholics,

Jews, and Protestants unite to meet the challenge of seductive evil, we shall

be as helpless, as any army that stands divided and turning upon itself in the

presence of a united foe.

Years ago a great community experienced an epidemic of malignant

disease that swirled like a miasmatic fog out of the district where Negroes

lived under appalling sanitary conditions. Children were stricken and died

in the most protected homes. The plague was no respecter of race or creed

or color, Then it was that the proud community remembered voices of
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waffling that had been raised by some of its most distidguished citizens;

then it was that a veritable tide of emotional purpose rose to sweep and

cleanse the festering wards The lesson was learned, learned in bitterness

and wailing, that in this great America we do not and cannot live unto

ourselves. If your home and mine are to be reasonably secure, safe from

disease and protected from the moral prowler, enjoyinkthe privileges of a

cultured community life, then every other home must be given like se,

curity. Our civilization cannot be saved by Jews or by Catholics or by

Protestants. It can and must be saved by Americans all, and we are that!

14,

God of the free, we pledge our hearts and lives day to the came

of a l l free mankind. . Grant us faith and understanding to cherish

all' those who fight for freedom as if they were our brothers.

Grant us that courage and foreseeing to begin this task today this

our children and our children's children may be proud of the name

of man. Grant us the wisdom and the vision to comprehend

the greatness of man's spirit, that suffers and endures so hugely for

a goal beyond his own brief span.. Yet most of all grant us

brotherhood, nor only for this day but for all our yearsa brother-

hood, not of words but of acts and deeds, And .. . let us march

totiard the clean world our hands can make. Amen.

-STEPHEN VINCENT BENET
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CITIZENSHIP IN A REPUBLIC

HENNING W. PRENTIS
President, Armstrong Cork Company

IT IS ABOUT HERITAGEand the duties of citizenship it involvesthat
I want to speak to you this evening. What steps are we taking .to pre-
serve it? How are we discharging the legacy committed to our care?

What are we doing to hand it on in sound condition to the generations that
will follow usyou and I and a hundred million other Americans? Little
indeed, I fear, so far as fearless personal effort and self-sacrifice are' con-
cerned. Igor if we are honest with ourselves we must admit that with few
exceptions, we Americans have taken the ineffable blessings of freedom
for granted for so long; have so completely washed our hands of public
affairs; have so neglected the study of politics, in the broad sense of the
word, that today we are practically powerless to defend our American heri-'
cage against its traducers. In fact, few of us have even the vaguest knowl-
edge of the underlying philosophy on which our system of government was
founded.

I confess that although I was exposed to the opportunities afforded by a
university education, I assumed so smugly until about ten years ago that lib-
erty was mine by inalienable right that I gave little attention to what was
going on in our State Capital or in Washington. Government, except when
I had to make out an income tax return, was something remote and apart
from my personal affairs. There was virtually no place in my life, except
for voting, that was set aside specifically for the duties of citizenship. In
that respect I do not believe that I was any different from the average Amer-
ican. I took government for granted; assumed that private competitive
business, and civil and religious liberty were here to stay; and that there
was no need for me to worry my head about any of them.

A decade ago, however, I had a rude awakening. Since then I have
realized what I should have recognized many years ago, namely, that no
system of governmentparticularly a republican form of government
can rise higher than the intelligent interest of its citizens. Meanwhile, as
I have observed the spread of doctrines that are utterly subversive of the
fundamental lirinciples on which our government was built; have listened
to teachers, preachers, writers,' students, and business men espouse theories
that strike at the very root of the Anglo-American concept of personal free-
dom, I have wondered,'in common with thousands of others, why such thing;
should be; why we should suddenly find ourselves adrift on a storm-tossed

[ 27 ]
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sea of political and economic uncertainty; puzzled, afraid, apologetic, and

Sometimes ashamed of our previous adherence to what we thought were

time tested American principles; ready to snatch at alien political panaceas

and eager to follow any economic willo'-thewisp that seems to promise a

. short-cut to prosperity.

This republic, after all, was not founded by men who sat in their seats

and waited for somebody else to do the job; by men who were so engrossed

in their private affairs that they had no time to give to public questions.

Furthermore, the system of constitutionalirepresentative democracy, private

competitive business and civil and, religious liberty, which they established,

is not going to be maintained much longer unless we arouse ourselves from

our lethargy and meet the rising tide of collectivism with intelligence and

decision. Q :03

We are not altogether to blame for what has happened. Our lack of

awareness has been due largely to the sort of education we received. And

here I am not criticizing our schools and colleges. Under our form of gov-

ernment they necessarily tend to reflect the current temper of the people.

We have simply had our hearts so set on material success that we have vir-

tually forced our educational institutions to teach concrete realities instead

of directing our attention to the basic .principles which underlie and de-

termine all the facts of human existenke. For the lake two generations we

have practically abandoned the serious study of classical history, from which

our forefathers gleaned the principles which constitute the foundation of

our American heritage. Obviously, a man who lacks knowledge of what

has happened in past 'ages is simply a creature of the moment, governed by

opportunistic considerations. We have, moreover, virtually given up the

study of political philosophy.

The principles on which our government was based were summarized

with exceptional clarity by John Locke, His conclusions directly guided the

founding fathers of this republic. The Lockian philosophy Of government

simmers down to three simple propositions: First, that all just powers of

government are derived from the consent of the governed; second, that the

function of government is to make possible the greatest degree of individual

responsibility an*' initiative; and, third, that the state may properly function

only for the prot'e`ction of life, property, peace, and freedom.

Opposed to this, the Anglo-American concept of government, is the collec-

tivistic philosophy of Rousseau, developed and popularized in its more radical

form by Marx, Engels, and Lenin. In America its basic ideas are fostered

by many estimable persons who do not realize where such philosophy is

leading us. Such people are those, for example, who advocate a compulsory

plagned economy, but do not wish to go the whole distance on the road to
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Moscow, Their position is the antithesis of that under which our govern-

mental and economic system was established. Their philosophy holds that

it is the responsibility of the state to remove every obstacle that inhibits any

individual's development and opportunity for living an abundant life. The

collectivesocial will of the people acting' as a mass is sovereign' at all times.

Hence the individual is the servant of the statenot the state the servant of

the individual as is the case under the Anglo-AmCrican concept of government.

Thus when we get down to the root of our pesent-day problems, we find

these two philosophies in head -on collision with each other. They are

irreconcilable. One asserts that the individual is sacred in the eyes of a

Sovereign God; that every human soul is endowed with a, divine, God-given

personality. The other maintfains that we are all mere cells in the great body

politic and that we possess no unique inalienable individual rights whatever,

That is the Russian concept. It leads logically to authoritarianism, despotism,

and tyranny. Men who are too weak to govern themselves,'who put their

physical welfare above their intellectual and spiritual freedom, who are will-

ing to trade their divine heritage of individual liberty for a mess of zed pot-

tage of illusory economic securitydeserve no better fate.

Vntiring devotion to the Anglo-American ideal of personal freedom in-

spired our forefathers to set up their momentous experiment in republican

government. But as the decades have passed, our obsession with business

and personal affairs has dimmed the crusadihg spirit of liberty,. while the

proponents of the alien and reactionary philosophy of collectivism have be-

come increasingly vocal and active. Today many otherwise intelligent

Americansas lfhave already saidfind themselves so puzzled that they

even question the soundness of our American heritage. As good citizens,

it is your function and mine to help restore the faith of our forefathers, to

kindle anew that pride in the American system which characterized the early

period of this nation's history. We must fight ideas with ideas. Economic

facts are ,important, but they in themselves will never check the virus of

collectivism; the only antidote is a crusading revival of faith in our 'great

American heritage.

Are we just going to let things drift as they have drifted for many years

gone by? Or are we going to realize and accept our personal responsiblity.

as American citizens? No one of us can do much, but we need to re-

member what Spencer said: "How infinitesimal is the importance of any-

thing I can do, but how infinitely important it is that I should do it."

"What can I do?" you ask, Here is my answer: A decalogue of Ameri-

can citizenship:

I. Study and unlerstand the political philosophy underlying the Amer-

ican system of representative democracy, private competitive busi-
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ness, and civil and religious liberty. Discuss this philosophy with

your fellow citizens.

2. Test every governmental policy against this political philosophy;

thinking independently and not blindly following herd opinion.

3. To take an active part in poll ta l\c helping to form policies and

assisting ,to select and elect the right en to office.

4. Vote yourself and see that others do so.

S. ways of rendering' public service yourself by serving on coal-

mimes, governmental commissions, and, if possible, by holding

public office. ,

6. Advise lid counsel regarding pending public questions with your

elected representatives in city, county, state, and nation.

7.. Support actively those civic and industrial organizations that are

fighting for the American system.

8. Ihterest yourself in education, public and private, in three ways:

a. Insist that the curriculum stress mental discipline.

b. Insist on the study of classical history where one sees time after

time the recurrence of mass movements similar to those which

we are now witnessing in this country.

c. Insist on the study of political philosophy so that the rising pi

eration may understand what the roots of liberty in America are

and thereby acquire a sense of pride in our institutions.

9. Interest yourself in the church, since our Anglo-Saxon political

philosophy is founded on the religious concept of the sacredness of

the individual in the eyes of a Sovereign God.

10. Practice what you preach by demonstrating, through ethical conduct

of your personal affairs, your own faith in constitutional represen-

tative democracy, private competitive business, and civil and re-

ligious liberty.

Justice Brandeis pointed out that our American political system "demands

continual sacrifice by the individual and more exigent obedience to the

moral law than any other form of government." So the final requirement

today for good citizenship is self-sacrificing patriotism, the rededication of

every one of is to the ideals of the American republic.
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OUR CITIZENS MAKE OUR DESTINY

ELLIS ARNALL

Governor, State of Georgia

THERE is but one hope,for a peaceful world, and that lies in the creation

of a free world; and so, within our own nation we must meet the
challenge to individual freedom. All freedom is inseverable from

all other freedom and all rests upon the liberties of the, individual. The

collective freedom of mankind is theAtm of all men's individual liberty.

The rights of men are inalienable only in a metaphysical sense. They
may be surrendered as casually as Isaac's older son yielded his birthright for

a mess of pottage They may be taken from men by force, if all other men

do not realize that the dimilishing of any man's freedom involves a sac-
rifice of his own rights.

Let us consider that fundamental right, which in a democracy is the foun-

dation stone of all the civil liberties of,our people: the right to vote.

I am a little proud of my native Georgia because it is the first state of our

country to extend the franchise to younger voters, to the "teen-age group."

In my state, and soon I believe in other of our states, the citizens of eighteen

can exercise the right of franchise. In Georgia, we believe that the boy to

whom a Hellcat could be ihtrusted in combat and the girl able to work in a

war industry should vote. The experience that they gain in this exercise of

-citizenship is valuable to them; and participation in elections is valuable to

all our p$ople, because America needs the warm generosity and the burning

patriotism of youth; yes, and it needs tooand I use a phrase that the critics

of young people as citizens enjoy employing sarcastically"the dewy-eyed

innocence and starry-eyed idealism of youth." When the day comes that

America can find no useful employment for innocence and idealism, then the

motto on the Liberty Bell proclaim liberty throughout all the ladshall
be meaningless and void.

My state recently has abrogated the centuryold poll tax as a prerequisite

to voting, thereby enfranchising a million Georgians in addition to the half-

million youths to whom we have given the The poll tax is evil, in

part, because it deprives a citizen of a basic right to share in his government.

That is evil; it is a moral wrong. But the evil done to society is incalculable.

Our democratic processes rest upon two things; first, the participation of all

the voices of America in the reaching of decisions; if one voice is stilled, if

one man is denied the right to express his choice on a candidate or on a policy,
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all of us have lost some portion of our dignity and our rights as citizens; sec

ond, democracy rests or the accoiegence of all the citizens in the decision

reached by the majority; 'and there can be no acquiescence of those who are

denied the right to take part in an election.

I believe that if the pollitax issue is submitted in any state solely on these

moral grounds, as we sObmitted it in Georgia, the people will decide to wipe

it off their statute books.

The rights and privilits of American citizenship entail enormous

responsibilities in the world today. America's ;bility to help preserve world

peace rests upon three factors. First, it is able to get its own house in order, to

remedy injustices, social, political, and economic, here in our own land. Sec-

ond, for America to reject for itself and to oppose elsewhere all forms of im

perialism and colonialism. Third, to cooperate with all free men in all free

nations in seeking world harmony and world peace and world freedom; for

harmony and peace and freedom ae inseverable; there can be no peace in a

world in which some men are shackled to their slaves.

The people who have coke to America from all over the earth came here

filled with the desire to build a nevenation where, under God there should

be freedom and equality and brotherhood. They crossed great seas. They

conquered the wilderness and the deserts and the mountains. They went

forth to fight for this freedom that they. had found, and their eaves are on

every continent: Today our country is a, nation of 150 million people. But

our country does not belong tothose 150 million, in fee simple, It is not

theirs alone. America belongs to its past. It belongs to Roger Williams

fleeing through the snows of New England, seeking freedom to worship God;

it belongs to Jefferson, lavishing his affection on the beautiful buildings of

Charlottesville. It belongs to the men of Gonzales who refused to stir from

the Alamo, and it belongs to all the Huck 'Finns and Tom Sawyers that

tumbled in the grass by the banks of the Mississippi, It belongs to Dr,

Charles Herty, spending a lifetime to find new uses for the Southern pines,

and to Abraham Marah, plodding through the backwoods of Pennsylvania

and Virginia from, this very city with a dangerous,pamphlet called Common

Sense in his peddler's pack, It belongs to George'Norris, dreaming in' Ne-

braska of a way to rebuild the ruined hillsides of Tennessee, and to Andrew'

Jackson, buttoning about hiM his worn greatcoat and putting a flower on

Rachel's grave and setting out from the Hermitage for Washingtim and for

one last, great fight and it the best of all.. It belongs to Horace Greeley, toss-

ing his old white hat into the race for president, and to Carl Schutz, fighting to

save the natural resources of the people,,and to Clara Barton, demanding more

bandages and more hot water after Gettysburg.
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It belongs not to us today alone, but to the 500 million who marched.be-

fore us and beat through the wilderness the highway to liberty. And it be-

longs to the millions upon millions, ihuliiplied into infinity, who shall be

our successors and our heirs, for whose ownership of America we are but

trustees, to those who shall occupy this good' earth when we are gone to mix

with it,

And yet it is Our country today. Our actions can determine not merely

the validity of the future but the value of the past, There is a curious truth

about the operation of Time, that what 0 do today aff ects not only what shall

be done tomorrow but what was done yesterday. By foolish choices, by in-

tolerance and greed and 'bickering we can make unavailing the sacrifices of

those who went before us. We can bleach out the colors from history and leave

only the drab grayness beyond. We can render meaningless the prophetic

inscription on the Liberty Bell. We can rob of truth Jefferson's valiant Ian-

guage that all men "are created equal and endowed by our Creator with cer-

tain unalienable rights." We can render useless the blood shed at Trenton

and Kings Mountain, in the harbor of Tripoli, and on the beachhead at Anzio,

We can so despoil the past that it will no longer challenge the future to pride

and emulation.

It is a great responsibility to be an American in these days. It is a great

challenge to work and to seek in order that liberty, beginning at home, is

guaranteed everywhere in the entire world.

I have always liked the second verse of our National Anthem.

It has always seemed to me that this second stanza of Francis Scott Key's

was great poetry because it is the autobiography of a man's heart in a moment

of agony and indecision. I like to visualize that scene,

Through the night, pacing the deck of an alien and hostile ship, he had

seen the flash of thelanswering cannonade from the little fortress. Through

the night, he had heard the hideous hiss and seen the red glare of the rockets;

the newest and most terrible weapon of warfare yet unleashed, the almost in

vincible bomb with its annihilating explosive power, had rocked earth and

sea.. Then the inferno had been .stilled. No shells shrieked from the ships;

no answering flashes came from the shore; and the dawn crept bleakly over

the Chesapeake, and through its grayness his eyes could not penetrate.

On the shore dimly seen, thro' the mists of the deep

Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes;

What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, ,

As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses?

Only the shore, and the grim outline of the fort, and a sudden glimpse of

a flagstaff and a banner; and the little breeze that accompanied the grayness
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of dawnsiantalized him by refusing to billow,* flag. Then his, eyes must

have fallin to the river below, and seen mired there what his heart de.

manded,

Now it catcher the gleam of the ranruingh first beam,

In frill glory reflected now shines on the stream;

'Tit the Star Spangled Banner

As a chilli; I never failed to feel relieved when key had discovered that

the flag was still there; we wanted it to be thers(so much that it just had

to be there. r.

It must always be there; as a symbol of liberty,' and as reminder to all

of us that novibtre in all the world can some men be free until everywhere

all men are' freek citizens can make our destiny!

.41Y,`,

not constantly renewed out of new source' is apt to

have the n vness and prejudice of a family; whereas, America

have leis ,.00t$C1011111611, that on all sides it touches elbows and

toithes hear ,with all the nations, of mankind.

WOODROW WILSON

Twenskseventh President of theilnited State;
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LABOR, EDUCATION, AND CITIZENSHIP

JAMES H.

Director of Research, United Automobile Workers, Congress

of industrial OrganOations, Detroit, Michigan

MORE than one hundred years ago organized workers in this nation

were fighting for an educational system which could be open to all

the people. With that immoderation so frequently attributed to

their kind, labor leaders of the 1820's and 1830's insisted on the rash de-

mand that anyone's child be allowed to leardreading and writing.

Today, labor is asking that the enormous educational system this nation

has developed be used for telling the truth. Recognizing that education for

citizenship may use a wide variety of techniques to meet a wide variety of

situations and problems, we insist that there cannot. be under any circumf

stahces, training for good citizenship which 'dbes not base itself on the reality

of American history and the reality of present day American society.
, .

I am under no illusion that telling the truth is always an easy thing for

the educator. From personal experience in educational institutions, I can

testify that it is much easier to venerate truth as a Platonic idea than to apply

it in the multiplicity of the real world.

Telling the truth too often requires a substantial amount of courage.

There are such things as boards of trustees, which exercise home influence

over both the policies of educational institutions and the economic security

-of educators. Jr is not unfair,to say that such governing bodies are more rep-

resentative of the groups which own American industry than of educators or

of the community at large.

Left t) right; James H. Wishart, Director of Research, United Auto.

mobile Workers, CIO; Col. Alfred C Oliver, "Chaplain o Bataan,"

Representative of the Veterans of Foreign Wars; and Burrittt: Har-

rington, Immigration and Naturalization Service, U. S. Department of

Justice.
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The long bitter history of oppression suffered by Negro and other

minority groups within this nation is not easily told in many places. The

existence of an eighteen billion dollar a year profit potential for American

industry is hard to report in defiance of the National Association of Manu-

facturers' economic dogma that not one cent can be added to wages without

a compensatory increase in prices. Not even in the Summa of St. Thomas

Aquinas can there be final refuge from the need of courage for telling the truth.

Of course, something more than courage is required for true education.

There must be the ability ro see the facts and to see them in the perspective

of their total relationship. Certain isolated facts, together with assorted non-

facts regarding, the labor movement are frequently reported by columnists

in many newspapers. These incidents and odd bits of scandal concerning

the democratic movement of fourteen million American workers may not be

always and totally untrue in the most literal sense of the term. By total im.

plication, however, they are spectacularly distant from reality.

The report of one corrupt labor tleader may be used to indicate tens of

thousands of men who are fighting With sometimes fanatical honesty to win

a somewhat better share of the good things of life for millions of the na-

tion's under-privileged. The action of one group of workers who were guilty

of unwise action under extreme provocation has been used to brand as traitors

the men and women who turned out weapons of war at a rate of one hundred

billion dollars a year.

This totality of outlook required for truthful education includes the

historic perspective as well. Recently some industrialists and politicians

have demanded that this, country consider itself not a democracy but a "re-

public." To support this repudiation of government of the people, by the

people, and for the people, these gentlemen cite passages from certain of the

nation's founding fathers.

No one could deny that some early American political thinkers were less

than enthusiastic for popular democracy. The course of early American his-

tory is a series of struggles between their aristocratic concept of government

and the democratic principles of Jefferson, Jackson, and Abraham Lincoln.

The demand now that we repudiate the democratic progress of more than

one hundred years of American history is a direct challenge to the whole con-

cept of popular education. It is the program for national and international

reaction which would seek to reproduce in this country social and educational

systems'which we fought to destroy in the axis nations.

The survival of American democracy demands education which bases it-

self upon the truth. Education with courage and insight to reach toward

that goal can well serve to guarantee the future progress of all our citizens.
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.EDUCAT1ON AND THE DEVELOPMENT

. OF CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY

4
SUSAN COBBS

Dean, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

IT SEEMS TO ME one of the miracles of history that out of the adverse cit.

cumstances, out of the experiences of a long and destructive war, a group

of men, many of them very young, should have written a constitution

responsible in large measure for the position of this count?), now As Charles

Beard says of them: "It is not merely patriotic pride that compels one to

assert that never in the history of assemblies has there been a convention

of men richer in political experience and in practical knowledge, or endowed

with a profounder insight into the spring of human action and the intimate

essence of government. It is indeed an astounding fact that at one time so

many men skilled in statecraft could be found on the very frontiers of civili-

zation among a population numbering only about four million whites. It is

no less a cause for admiration that their instruthent of government should

have survived the trials and crises of a century that saw the wreck of more

than a score of paper constitutions."

It is our success that has inspired so many peoples in all sections of the

world to believe that they can succeed too. It is our success, I am afraid,

that has led many of us in this country to become careless and slothful citi-

zens, to assume, that since we have made great progress in the past, it is a

law that we shall prosper and succeed. There is tIci law of progress, there

is always the possibility of progress. The framework for a democratic life

does not insure such a life, It takes democratic citizens to do that.

I have thought often of Tom Paine's words written in those dark days:

"These are the times that try men's souls Yet we have this consolation

with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What

we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly; it is dearness only that gives

everything 'its value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its

goods; and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as freedom

should not be highly rated."

The citizens of that day were td by their times and not found want-

ing. Certainly we are faced with problems as great, and with 'opportunities

as challenging as those men were. Our country will succeed in its unen-

viable but undeniable position of leadership only if its citizens are thought.

ful about the problems that face it, firm in their convictions, and courageous
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in their actions. That we should be such citizens, I take it, is the concern

of this group.

Certainly one factor that arouses a sense of civic responsibility is as present

today as it was in 1787a situation that demands the best of us. Our corm

plex problems at home are matched by the complex problems of our relation-

ships with other countries. So the outward stimulation that increases the

recognition of responsibilities is present. We must see that we respond to

this situation and are prepared to meet it.

Of course the obvious preparation is through education. In the schools

and colleges our students must learn more than a useful accumulation of lac-

teal material. They must learn a respect for fact, how to ferret it out,

how to use it. They must also learn that they have a direct and immediate

responsibility to society, a responsibility that must always be translated into

action. There are wise ways to foster this both in schools and in colleges.

One of the most important steps is to afford to students a way to participate

in civic affairs.

Organizations such as the various types of student assemblies, the wide-

spread International Relations Clubs, the college groups forhied under the

sponsorship of such organizations as the League of Women Voters afford

both an incentive for the study and discussion of various political issues and

problems and an opportunity to participate in them. There are such ex-

perience builders as the model congress held in Harrisburg where college

students are the legislators, the model assemblies set up by the American

Association for the United Nations, the annual conferences for colleges

sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. There are

opportunities too for direct participation in civic affairs. Students can

express their opinions in polls of public opinion, they can communicate with

Congress on issues in which they are concerned, they can do yeoman service

for such organizations as the League of Women Voters, they can serve as

watchers at the polls if they are old enough to vote, they can take part in the

activities of the Foreign Policy Association. In other ways they have the

opportunities to form and inform the public opinion of their own group,

by debates on public issues, by panel discussions over college networks. All

these things and many others make it possible for students to leave their

institutions intellectually trained and consciously-concerned in the affairs of

their community, in the public issues of their nation, in the problems of the

United Nations.

There are, I think, two attitudes that we who are already active citizens

need to examine to make the participation and concern of this oncoming

stream of new citizens continue into public life. The first is one that Mayor
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LaGuardia referred to when he said that he was going to spend the time of

his retirement from public life rehabilitating the word politician. We have

certainly allowed that word to lose its inherently noble meaning. Aristotle

tells us that man is by nature al political animal, one who reaches his highest

value living and acting in a social group. A politician, one who accepts

responsibility in the affairs common to man, Certainly fifth century Athens

illustrated what that can mean. Then and there every citizen was an active,

vital part of the state. The results.,of that activity were a flowering in art

and literature and political philosophy such as the world has not seen since,

The man who abstained from his share in the activity was stigmatized as one

primarily busied in his personal affairs. The Greek word for such a person

is idiates. The derived English word is idiot. If we can approximate that

feeling of the Greeks that all men should be politicians, active agents in the

state's concern, that he who fails in this fails in life, there will be a greater

hope that all of us together can work out a salvation.

The other.attitude that needs correcting, and both these things are obvious

to us all, is that widespread belief that there is nothing we can do about

government, that the "politicians" will go their way regardless. This is

rationalization that comes friirn inertia on our part, No political machine

can exist where the citizens are' concerned in governmentrno public issue is

decided without the citizens if they move to make their opinion known.

Too. often the decision goes by default.

"Vigilance is the price of liberty." A vigilant citizen is one who ponders

and performs. Both actions are necessary and they are necessary for all of us.

141 to right: Richard B. Kenna, National Education Association,

Citizenship Committee Staff Member; Dean Susan Cobbs, Swarthmore

College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania; and Earle 7'. Hawkins, Chairman

of the National Education Associatiol Ciikenship Committee.
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OUR CHERISHED AMERICANISM

TOM CLARK

Attorney General of the United Stater

IAm filled with glowing pride that the Department of Justice, and partic-

ularly the Immigration and Naturalization Service of the Department, is

officially charged with the responsibility of keynoting this observance and

extending the welcome of the government of the United States of America

to our new citizens everywhere in this broad land.

By new citizens, I include those assuming the obligation and receiving

the rights of citizenship by naturalization, as well as those native-born citi-

zens who have reached the age of suffrage.

2 For many years, in fact since the first granting of American citizenship

by naturalization, communities and organizations have given public recog-

nition to our new citizens as they assumed the full rights and the duties of

their citizenship.

But it is fitting, too, that we set aside this day to those who, by reach-

ing majority in age, came into the full realization of citizenship.

Franklin D. Roosevelt first proclaimed the third Sunday in May as "I
AM AN AMERICAN DAY." That was in 1940.

This year, on its sixth anniversary, more than twelve hundred communi-

ties throughout the nation will participate in ceremonies honoring two

million young people who have come of voting age in the past year, and

two hundred thousand persons who have been naturalized.

I welcome each of them in the name of the President of the United

States, and I know each of you joins me as we commemorate the beginning

of their journey as full-fledged citizens of the United States of America.

To us in the government, it seems that it is upon these new and con-

tinually maturing citizens that an increasing responsibility devolves in the

affairs of our nation.

Oftentimes, I believe that the designation "American" actually is not
limited to the citizens of the United States.

It cannot help but have a western hemispheric connotation because

there are many other nations other than this Republic in the western hemis-

phere which we peacefully and gladly inhabit.

South Americans and North Americans are all Americans, and I am glad

to say join with us on most occasipns in furthering the principles of Amer-
icanism.

6`
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Occasionally, some of our brethren, impelled by personal or political

rasons, depart from the strict letter of the morality of government set down

almost universally on this Side of the world.

Some of us here in the United States are not wholly cognizant of our full

duties, as responsible citizens and some, when the pressure of war or emergency

has passed; revert to purely parochial and selfish motives in exercising their

rights of fra4ise and their responsibilities under the Constitution.

To the new citizens of today I can say but little that has not already

been said many times over about the glories and the duties of a citizen of the

United States.

Fiorn the earliest days of the Republic our national leaders have invar-

iably returned to this theme upon public and private occasions, by voice

and in the* writings, that freedom impels moral decency and dignity, and

obedience and respect, as well as support for the laws which we create.

Ours is no lexicon by decree or by royal rescript

Ours are the plain rules of good sportsmanship in life and in our duties

to others.

Our laws are not handed downthey are

free people for orderly intercourse and sound

Many, many volumes have been written

built up from the desire of a

government.

and many, many hours have

been devoted to abstract thought on theories of citizenship and law.

Our country's beginning was a ringing challenge to the sort of cynicism

which has existed from the beginning of recorded historya cynicism which

always sets forth that the people, composed of average men and women, can-

not govern themselves.

The same cynkisiii is alive and vicious today.

It does not matter, apparently, what,we have recorded and written as the

true history of our Republic because the cynics still say, like Lord Macaulay,

that democracies ate shortlived.

The glories ofrour Revolution; the first Constitutional Convention; the

emblazoned documents of freedom; the wars against serfdom in the early

nineteenth century; our internal struggle during the great war between the

states; the rejection of Spanish imperialism in this hemisphere in 1,898 and

in our century, the monumental first and second World Wars, would be dis-

counted by these cynics unless we make certain that their lessons are well

learned.

e It does not matter to them that in all these struggles we continually purged

ourselves of the elements of dross and disaster and forged ahead upon our

chosen path.

It does not matter to those who are critical of our form of government

today.
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Of all the nations of the world, proud as they are of their cultures and

traditions, proud as they are of their pasts, and confident as they are of their

destinies, this nation of jas alone stands a creditor of all others in tangible

assets and moral leadership.

To our new citizens who must be so proud this day and hour, I say that

you can confuse the ,.-ynics who believe and practice in some other lands that

the people cannot govern themselves,

Let the nation to which we must repair as a borrower be critical of our

cultures, our citizenship, and our progress.

Let the nation from whom we must obtain lend-lease have the right to

criticize us,

Let any nation whose ideology permits of more opportunity and greater

human dignity than ours, flout our institutions, but until such a nation appears,

let us not countenance disrespect from misguided ideologists, either at home
or abroad.

Our record is clear and concise for the whole world to see.

We, it is true, inherited a land vast in natural resources, but it was the

courage and the labor of the people that explored them and made them use-

ful for all to enjoy.

The time has arrived for us to be honest with ourselvtis:and4be most

firm, and to maintain our government and our institutions me COD

bination of men proves us out of date.

That day, as we know, will never come as long as we look the truth in

the eye, and, by our actions, compel the truth from those who would mislead

and delude,

The American citizen today, and the new citizen, sees opening before him

on the high road of life a new world responsibility incumbent upon all of us.

And in view of this responsibility;e shall and must have in America

a distinct change in some of our ideas.

The United States, as we can all see, is the world leader among nations.

Other nations came to us during the war for our military and moral

support

We maintained the arsenal of democracy.

Since the war, they have come to tis for money to rehabilitate the world's

commerce, and they are looking to us in the structure of the United Nations

for leadership to point the way for a better world.

Inasduch as we have come of age in world affairs, we must put away

childish things.

We have some habits which are too expensive and too juvenile for vast,

rich, and powerful America.
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We stand before the world as examples of what a free society can do for

the individual and for a nation.

We, not the other nations, produced the technologists who inaugurated

the atomic age.

Things we do here in our daily life, the decisions we, make, the inventions ,'

which we develop, and the social advances that we contriver are watched by

keen eyes all over the earth.

Therefore, we must rid ourselves of such things as organized bigotry

and I mean specifically such an excrescence as the Ku Klux Klan, which re-

cently had the temerity to burn the fiery crosses of hatred in Georgia and

California, and perhaps other places.

Each time these misled and altogether un-American groups meet, they,

are contradicting, by their very abuse of the right, of free' spkch and free, .

assembly, the principles which the United States must maintain before the

world.

How great must be the contempt of the European, the Asiatic, the African,

the South American, for the people which advertises its benignancy abroad

and permit this hypocrisy at home. r '

How contemptible it is for apostles of hate to blacken' the escutcheon of

a nation which mendy won two wars by its ingenuity, ,its valor, ,and the

blood of its sons.

In my capacity as Attorney General of the United States, 1 wishlo state 2

4'here and now that all the federal laws at .my command and all that Congress

deems fit to give me in the future, will be enforced to the Very 'limit in' stamp-

ing out any organization or group which aims at extermination of our price-

less civil liberties.

No quarter willioe given!

The new citizen k the United States partkes in commoniwith the ideal..

ism and the hope of all youth, and to that new citizen I commend d .doctrine

which swerves not in the performance of the duties of citizenship, no matter

what the inconvenience or cost.

It is only by entertaining this resolution year after yeat 'that

maintain our vigilance and our wealth of advantagey:,

To all citizens I say, as earnestly as I can, that the stress of war has given

us a habit in this country of tagging people with names.

You have heard the way these appellations, ale used.

One man calls another a Fascist, and another man calls still another, a

Communist.

Vicarious name-calling of this sort ,is against the best interests of our

country. It is not American.

Every opponent of Communism is not a Fa list or Nazi, you, may be sure, ;
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We cannot impute un-American activity to groups which are merely
liberal.

But we must be vigilant that un-American thinkers do not gain control

of organizations which are liberal and use them as a cloak to cover up their
real designs.

Objection to Communism or Fascism or to any other "ism" should be an

intelligent objection based upon facts and never upon name-calling.

Here is where education can bring mooted questions and cloaked de-

signs into open daylight.

Heie, again, we can be aided by an active citizenship-educational program

which reaches the glories of American citizenship, and when these glories are

properly taught, no thinking American will dream of adopting remote politi-
cal ideologies..

A program of education and full factual presentation to the public is
needed to end a great part of the confusion caused by indiscriminate name-
calling,

To keep good citizenship vigorous, we are called upon to be prepared
and remain alert to the menace of malicious subversion.

One of the things which we must do to protect democracy in the Ameri-

can sense of the word, is to prepare to defend ourselves,

Both of the recent world wars found us quite a distance behind the Other

nations in preparation for war.

Fortunately, the wars started in distant ply at4d we were able to arm
ourselves, to take an active part in them, and to win them.

Some day, we may not be able to do that and while we are working and

striving for universal and eternal peace, we must always remember that we
live in a world of men, td some men are greedy, and some men are am-
bitious,

Conquerors have risen in the past and may rise again, in the future.

We have too much of a treasure here within our borderstoo mach

wealthtoo many of the good things of life and too much freedom, to risk

a war wherein we may have no warding and which may not start upon dis-

tant shores, but will be heralded by a lethal and instantaneous attack upon
us at home,

It is, impossible to legislate preparedness and adequate military defenses

, without the support of the peopleand the new citizens in America are, a

part of the people and can make themselves heard.

If the liberties of ours and if this franchise of ours to take part in the
affairs of the greatest nation on earth is worth anything, it is worth the price

of preparedness.
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Some day, we may realize that it is the cheapest and the best way to

preserve this way of life.

I have sketched briefly my thoughts upon our responsibility to the coon

try and to each other on the subject of an internal good example of our de

manor before the eyes of the world and about protecting what we have from

external aggression.

1 wish to add one more plea, if I may, and that is rOr the new citizens to .

.take a more complete part in the affairs of our communities.

I believe that young people, and especially young women, ihould seek pub.

lic office without being sought out.

Do not hang back, because you may be the very one in:later years to do

great things for America.

Attend, if you can, the meetings of the' governing bodies of your com

munities.

Visit your city councils and your school boards when t* re in session.

Go to your state legislatures or take part in the delis roc ons at town

meetings.

Do not be overcome with too much shynessespecially the women

in placing yourselves in candidacy for offices in your community.

The more of you who do that; the better will be the Selections of the

people, and the better government you will have very soon.

I am strongly in favor of the entrance of young women in politics be.,

cause I believe that women influence far more people than is realized.

A woman in the home teaching her children the ways

time

Americanism

and good citizenship certainly is far better off if at one time she served her

community in no matter what minor capacity.

Eternal vigilance for the principles of American citizenship is intensified

by this activity.

The communities are the blocks which make uN'the great pyramid of

the nation.

I hope that all of you in range Of my voice realii the ,heartfelt wish I

offer to you that your days of citizenship will always a bright and that the

America you so dearly love will be brighter for your voice in:lter affairs.in`

1

They that7can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary

safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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TRUE CITIZENSHIPFAIR EXERCISE

OF HUMAN RIGHTS

JOSEPH H. BALL

United States Senator from Minnesota.

Address read by permanent chairman of the Conference

Ernest 0. Melby in Senator Ball's absence.

is well that we should reexamine today the essential meaning of citizen

ship under our system of government. Our nation is facing many grave

issues, both international and domestic. The future safe-guarding and ex-

pansion of the rights, freedoms, and dignity of citizenship in this country

are at stake in many of these issues. We will find the proper solutions only

if the great majority of us are as keenly aware of the obligations and duties

of citizenship as we are of our rights and freedoms.

I believe it is fundamental in our system that unless most of us do fulfil

our duties and obligations, our rights and freedoms as citizeos will not long
survive our failure. Unfortunately, far too many of the most vociferous

groups in our society appear today to be thinking only of the rights and privil-

eges of citizenship in this country and to have forgotten entirely the obliga

tions and duties that go with those same rights and freedoms.

.We speak of our government as a democracy. That is not an accurate

statement. Our governyt is a representative republic. We do not have
a pure democracy, where people decide issues directly and the majority

decision is final and absolute. Ours is a representative democracy, wherein
the people govern through elected representatives. Our government is also a

constitutional democracy. Neither Congress, the Executive, nor the Courts
have absolute power in their respective jurisdictions. They are limited
to the powers specifically granted to them in the Constitution, and even in
the exercise of those powers may not encroach on the rights and freedoms Of

individuals guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. The framers of our Constitu
tion were convinced, I beli4Ve rightly so, that too great concentrations of
political power are dangeroui to freedom, and that a bare majority can be as
tyrannical as an absolute monarchy. We have seen some instances in Europe

where a bare majority has established an effective tyranny. The statesmen
who framed our Constitution wrote into it only limited powers, and protected

individual rights even against those powers of government. Then they
provided that the Constitution could not be amended except by vote of two-

thirds of both houses of Congress and ratification by threefourths of the
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states. They were taking no chances on the liquidation of individual free-

doms by a bare majority.

I believe two things are essential if our system is to meet effectively the

great challenge it faces today. One is that our people know the facts and

hear both sides of every issue. The second is political leadership that is

willing to really give leadership, based on fundamental principle, rather than

following whatever appears to be the majority opinion of the moment. Un-

fortunately, we are deficient in both today. Too many individuals are hearing

only that side of any issue which the particular pressure group with which

they are affiliated wants to present to them and they make no real effort to

hear the other side. And far too many politicians in positions of leadership,

who know the facts and could help us make the right decisions on issues, are

instead following the path of expediency and exploiting rather than helping

to dispel ignorance, bigotry, and prejudice.

If we are to make our system work, every citizen must practice what Vol-

tire preached when he said, "I disagree with everything you say but I will

defend with my life your right to say it." It is all too apparent from recent

events that some Americans have forgotten this fundamental preceix of

democracy.

Thomas Jefferson, who was a great philosopher, as well as a statesman,

is reported to have said once: "That government is best which governs

least." I don't believe that Thomas Jefferson was advocating no govern,

' merit at all. That would be anarchy. He was far too intelligent and had

'thought too much about government to make that error. What he meant

ice thit,ton many laws and rules for the conduct of individuals laid down

goveinin6u inevitably rend to curb our freedoms. It is very often nec-

euart fOr government to step in and make rules which curtail the free-

doms of powerful individual; in order to keep such individuals from using

their power to curtail the freedoms of all of us.

I think the point Jefferson was making is that for the democratic sys

tem to succeed and avoid becoming bogged down in government rules and

red tape, every citizen should in the first analysis be more concerned in

guarding the rights and freedoms of all other citizens than he is in exercising

his own rights and freedoms. That may sound like a paradox, but let's

discuss it a little.

Freedom, under our system, is not license to do absolutely as one pleases,

but freedom under law which applies equally to all citizens. And even

these freedoms enjoyed under law must be exercised with some restraint

and with a due regard for the rights and freedoms of all others or we run

into serious trouble.

Those of us who own property, for instance, have the right under the
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Constitution and ourlaws to use that property as we please subject to the

right of the government to take it over in time of need and for special

purposes. However, it is essential that we exercise that right with due

regard to the rights of others or we soon get into trouble. A little over

half a century ago, some owners of large aggregations of capital and large

segments of our industry began to use that property and, the power it gave

them to create for themselves monopolies on certain goods and services which

were essential to the nation's whole economy and to the public welfare.

As a result the government bad to step in and through a whole series of

anti-trust laws restrain the free use of property to an extent sufficient to

guard against this creation of monopolies. Unquestionably, the anti-trust

laws have worked some hardship on business and have curtailed somewhat

the freedom of enterprise and initiative. That curtailment became neces-

sary because a few individuals insisted on interpreting their right to use

their property as they pleased as a license to disregard completely the rights

and freedoms of all other citizens.

The freedom of the press had to be restrained by laws against libel

and slander because a century ago some publications insisted on interpreting

that amendment to the Constitution as granting them a license to tell any

kind of lies and malicious slander about any individual. There are dangers

in such limits, and there have been some instances where the libel and

slander laws have been abused, but they became necessary to protect the

freedoms and rights of all individuals.

Ray individual or group which denies any restraint on his or its righ

and freedoms sooner or later runs into trouble and the government has

to step injand apply restraints, .We have an example of this today in the

leadership of some great labor unions. The right of unions to strike, to

concertedly withhold theirlibor in order to secure from employers attention

to grievances or demands on wages and working conditions, has been affirmed

in our laws. But when in the exercise of that right the leaders of great

and powerful unions carry it to such lengths that they seriously affect the

nation's whole economy and abridge the even more sacred right of all

citizens to work, then they have gone too far and it is time for government

to put some limits on the rights and freedoms of this particular group

and its leaders. Like the industrial tycoons of the past century, the leaders

of labor must learn that freedom in a democracy is not license.

All of us recognized during the recent war that there is one primary

obligation of citizenship which comes before any rights or freedoms. That

is the obligation, if it,becomes necessary, to defend our country, and our

system against any enemies. It seems to me that the obligation of citi-

zenship is just as important in peacetime as it is during a war. Now it
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is allightly different obligation, the obligation to study the great issues

facing our country and to try to decide them intelligently, not on the basis

primarily of how they affect us individually, but as to how they will in

the long run affect the future welfare of our country and our system.

I believe very deeply that the rights and freedoms and dignity of the

individual citizen are the very foundation of our system of society. I

have stressed tonight the obligations and duties of citizenship because it

seems to me that a proper recognition of that side of citizenship at this

time is very essential if we are to safeguard freedom itself. Unless the

majority of us exercise bur rights and freedoms with proper restraint and

due regard for the freedoms and rights of all other citizens, then government

will have to step in more and more to control our activities and to curtail

gradually the freedoms of all of us, In the final analysis, it is our actiops

yd attitudes as individual citizenr which will determine that all-important

issue.

THE OATH OP ALLEGIANCE

TAKEN BY FOREIGN-BORN PERSONS AS THEY BECOME

CITIZENS OP THE UNITED STATES

I hereby declare, on oath, that I absolutely and entirely renounce

and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate,

state, or sovereignty of whom or which I have heretofore been a

subject or citizen; that I will support and defend the Constitution

and laws of the United Stases of America against all enemies, foreign

and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same;

and that I taketh obligation freely without any mental reservation

Of purpose of evasion: So help me God.
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Conference Work Group

STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE

SCHOOLS TO BETTER AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 1946, in the

Lecture Room, Anierican Philosophical Society

. Chairman

GLENN KENDALL

Dean, University of Maine, School of Education

Discussion Leader

STANLEY E. DIMOND

Director, Detroit Citizenship Education Study

Recorder

JULIAN C. ALDRICH

Associate Professor, New York University, School of Education

DELEGATES from the following thirty organizations participated, in the

school group: American Association for Health, Physical Educa-

tion and Recreation; American Association of Junior Colleges;

American Legion; American Library Association; American Teachers Asso-

ciation; American Vocational Association; Child Labor sociation; Civic

Education Association; Delaware State Department of Edu ation; Detroit

Citizenship Education Study; Future Farmers of America; Na 'onal Catholic

Education Association; National Congress of Parents and chess; Na-

tional Council for the Social Studies; National SelfGovernme Commit.

tee; NBA Citizenship Committee; NEA Department of Classroo Teach.

ers; NBA Department of Rural Education; NEA Department of er-

vision and Curriculum Development; NEA National Association of Sec-

ondary.School Principals; New York University; Pennsylvania State Edu-

cation Association; Philadelphia Teachers Association; School District of

Philadelphia; State Department of Public Instruction; Temple University;

U. S. Chamber of Commerce; U. S. Department of Justice, Immigration and

Naturalization Service; U. S. Office of Education; and University of Maine.

This conference work group met for three sessions on May 17th and

18th, 1946, in the tecture Room of the American Philosophical Society in

Philadelphia. By the end of the first session, it was possible to identify

the problems which the group had set for itself. They were listed, gen.

erally, as:

I. What is good citizenship?
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IL Now can we get good citizenship?

A. What works?

B. What is pretty but doesn't work?

C. What is not pretty and doesn't work?

III. What can we do?

In the process of identifying the questions, the problems were discussed,
and some answers suggested. The first question was discussed at the first
two sessions of the group, and the others at all three. Out of these dis-
cussions came these general conclusions.

I. What citizenship qualities do we desire for ourselves and others?

A.. Assumption of personal responsibility.

B. Loyalty to the democratic way of life.
C. Concern and respect for others' opinions and personalities,

irrespective of race, color, creed, or social or economic status.
D. Ability to cooperate (work with others), irrespective of race,

color, creed, or social or economic status.
E. Ability and will to help solve social problems,

F. Participation in social and civic action.

IL What school practices will aid in achieving these qualities?
Specific practices were described, and their applicability to different age

levels was considered. It seems to be the consensus of the groups that
those summarized below were usable at all levels of education: kindergarten,

elementary school, secondarf school, college and university, adult education,
and community schools and colleges.

A. School council, if it develops ability to plan instead of political
subservience.

1. The group expressed disapproval of the type of student
council in many schools, In, these schools the problems delegated
to the council usually are inconsequential, the selection of repre-
sentatives frequently is undemocratic, and the general atmosphere
of schools leads. to a search for what the administratioQ wants- -
a type of political subservience. Such councils encourage personal

politics, toadying, and working with an administrative machine.
2. Quite different were the descriptions of school government

at school and college levels where councils were responsible for
the analysis and study of school and community problems. It
was pointed out that there is a close relationship between effective

school government and effective classroom government. Where
students have a share in planning classroom, school, and com-
munity activities, the school council is more likely to develop
citizenship responsibilities..
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B. Student participation in classroom planning of worthwhil

activities.

1. The group expressed approval of attempts at elementary,

secondary, college; and adult education levels, to develop partici-

pation in planning classroom procedures and problems. Courses

of study and units set out in advance were considered ineffective

for the teaching of citizenship responsibilities. Description of

practices at all levels were given to show the gains inherent in

deniocratic class direction. In such classes, teachers and students

share responsibility for the selection of problems to be studied

and the aspects of the problems to be emphasized. Members of

the group insisted that this had raised rather than lowered the

level of maturity of- the class activities, since students worked

better and harder on problems significant to them than on problems

significant only to a teacher.

a. Several members of the group described the citizenship

qualities which resulted from students sharing with teachers the

determination of goals, the identification of interests and social

needs, the planning of study, and the selection of enriched activi-

ties.

C. Direct experience with community agencies, agents, officials,

and peitalt at .work.

L The increased interest in the utilization of community, re-

sources has le4 to more frequent direct contacts with persons

in civic and governmental activities. Many students visit govern-

ment officials. More valuable, thought the group, were the, ob-

servations and participation directed at governmental and civic

activities in the communt Participation in, the war effort had

much citizenship value. Tesirable extensions 'would be student

participation with adults in community activities.

2. Boy's' State and Mayor (and city officials) For a Day pro-

grams were considered. As dramatizations of some aspects of

governmental structure and functions they seemed :to have some

value, but it was felt that such programs are not likely to develop

effective citizenship skills on a widespread scale. More. important,

thought the group, were problem-solving techniques in the school

and class.

D. Problem-solving techniques in class, school, faculty, and com-

munity groups.

I. Reference has been made, by implication, in each of the
previous discussions to the necessity for problem-solving tech.
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niques.. It was one of the main themes of this conference work

group, recurring quite as often as the theme that effective citi-s

zenship results from democratic group cooperation. Problent-'

solving is the raison d'esre of functional education. In our society,

with many serious social problems, the ability to assist in the solu.

don of these problems is an essential of effective citizenship. The

school contributes to citizenship training by developing funda

mental skills of thinking. In everyigroup situation, this skill is

basic.

2. Many descriptions of problem solving by school classes,

school councils, faculty groups, and school community councils

were given. The major parts of the process appeared to be: study,

development of insight, experimentation, discussion, weighing

evidence, reaching conclusions, and basing actions on conclusions.

The emphasis of these skills will tend to reduce authoritarian

and undemocratic procedures and habits.

E. Increased understanding of peoples, institutions, and ideals

1. While practices included here were believed to be indi-

cared under each of the headings above, it was believed desirable'

to give them special emphasis. Knowledge of our people as well

as those of other nations is necessary to informed national and

world citizenship. So, too, is necessary an understanding of. no.-

60;1 institutions and international organizations. Equally im-

portant is a knowledge of the scales of values of our peoples and

the peoples of the world.

III. What more do we need to do?

While the group felt the conference a most valuable experience, it felt

the necessity of many conferences in regions, states, and localities to explore

further the problems studied here. It overwhelmingly recommended other

national conferences in the future. It approved this statement:

The school committee feels that intensive' study must be given to the

following areas:

A. Evaluation of achievement of citizenship.

1. Including a study of the nature and scope of the educational

examination to be given applicants for naturalization,

B. Student participation in school government as influencing citi-

zenship.

C Significant, democratic classroom teaching as influencing citi-

zenship.

D. Increased emphasis on citizenship recognition program.

In spite of the limited time available to the conference work group and

fi
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its desire to study the problems set by it more thoroughly, the group agreed

to several recommendations. These are given below.

IV. How can these school practices be put into effect in the schools

and classrooms of America?

A. Establish schooommunity councils of parents, teachers, pupils,

administrators to consider school-community problems and

'propose solutions.

B. Improve teacher education,

1. Preservice: though teacherstudent selection and study of

problems, participation in direction of child and youth activities,

study of child growth and development, and practice in programs

of student participation, in class planning at school and college

2. Jnservice: through workshop activities, participation in

community affairs and programs, research in child growth and de-

velopment, and experimentation in curriculum and school organi-

zation.

C. Democratize school administration through provision of 'an

atmosphere of democratic participation and opportunity for

teachers and students to participate in mill* decisions af

fecting instruction, school life, and school and .010.unity,

relationships.

D. Increase emphaiif on signifi cant citizenshipip exteriences in the

total sc1061 program.
,

E. Adjust school practices to the needs and. abilities pf ,stud6ts.

Note: The following question was considered isy he' sc.400l grouP, "rhtlait,

pants indicated,that it should be studied by a group f experts..for, popible pram;

don and further iinsideration it I larer conference_!

That is the, nature and of the education

to applicants for ,Ituralization determine, as required by thi nationality, la

regulations, w' they have 'fair knoyirkdgeln understand4of the fund
principles of the'Constitution of the United Stgtes, and' are Iquiligled Co as

duties and respossibilities of citizen of,,te United States?",

/
A

illation which sii4pd be gi
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Conference Work droup'

STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE
CHURCH TO BETTER AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP ',

Summary of Three Sessions Held,May 17 and 18,,1946, in the

Pennsylvania Dutch Suite, Carl Schur Foundation.

Chairman

F. ERNEST JOHNSON

Pr'of essor, Colombia University, Teickers College

Disc/a:rim:Leader

JOY ELMER MORGAN .

Director of Publications, National fidtication Association

Recorder
,

H, LEWIS CUTLER"

Director, Phildelphia goad Table

(I

ELEGATES from the. following .fifteeti organizations participated in

this church group :. National Cciunclof Catholic ronien; National

Conference of ,Cheotians and Jews;' National. 1.utheran Council;

Veterans,of Foreign Wai4; Home Missions Council orth America, Inc.;

Teachers College, Columzia piversity; National. ssociatiot; of Mann

facto,.73; Encampment 0:Citizenship; National Catholic Welfare' Confer-

,ence; SchoOrDistrict of ,Phladelpicii; NEA Division ctPuklications; B'nai

B'ritb; Torld Chilstiain EndeavOilinion; Kiwanis International; and Inter-

arational,UietyAChristian' Epdeitivot,:7

cgssussiori of, this work group centered around eight rn n

. , ,

recoOrtendoipns.,-' These .14ninAndations are hereby respectfully p e-
onted as the report' of the church gmtp at the 'First National Conference

on Gtizenslup. ,.
1,,In view of the es shit#i of National Citizenship Day; the

N'''
-c, conference grou o the churches r oats its apprdva; of such

tut 1de log ition, Of the attalinm t of voting 'age and the

nat sal tzest on,' of the foreignborn. ,
---

,ij,,yze golieve that Naiional Citizeiihip Day should be the culnlinal

. tion of aiperiod of .specgc education for the dutiesAf voting

cozens withca partibilar emphasis .on the, structure and, prob.

< lets of I government..
o `- ) ,

III...Ve recomm that every' church and synagti e dedicate, with,..

i
. ,
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Conference Work Group

STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS TO BETTER

AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 1946, in the

Reception Room of the American Philosophical Society

Chairman

HUBER W. HURT

Director of Research, Boy Scouts of America

Diicunion Leader

LEROY BOWMAN

Good Neighbor Federation

Recorder

EVERETT C. PRESTON

Director, New Jersey Department of Public instruction,

Division of Adult Education

ELEGIVITS from the following twenty-nine organizations participated

in this conference group: American Association for Health, Physical

Education, and Recreation; American Association of Social Workers;

American Association of University Women; American Legion; American

Library Association; American Public Welfare Association; American Red

Cross; B'nai B'rith; Boy Scouts of America; Common Council fos American

Unity; Community, Chests and Councils; Encampment for Citizenship; Far.

mess Union; Federal Bureau of Investigation; Future Farmers of America;

General Federation of Women's Clubs; Good Neighbor Federation; Na

tional Council of Negro Women; National Self-Government Committee;

National. Society of Colonial Dames; NEA Department of Rural Education;

New Jersey State Department of Education; Philadelphia Teachers Associa-

tion; School District of Philadelphia; Student
Government Council of Phila-

delphia; Temple University; U. S. Department of Justice, Immigration and

Naturalization Service; Vetetans Administration; Young Men's Christian
.

Association,

After preliminary discussion the group decided to concentrate on the

following five specific problems which are involved in the strengthening of

the contribution, of organizati.s to better American citizenship:

L How can good citizenship be developed on the part of young peo

pie, especially our young adults?
.

II. How can cooperative teamwork organization and an active partici-

[64]
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pation in matters relating to good citizenship be encouraged and

cultivated within citizens and organizations?

III. How may law observance be encouraged and strengthened in

our communities?

IV. How can we help to develop those human values which are vital,

in good, citizenship among individuals and groups in the corn.

munity?

In order to facilitate the work, subcommittees were organized from the

participants in the group. Each of the subcommittees presented a series of

recommendations including principles and guides to action for the consid-

eration of the entire group. After careful consideration of the reports of

the subcommittees, the entire group desires to recommend the follOwing

principles and suggested practices to the entire conference membership

for consideration:

1. Development of good citizenship by and with the cooperation of

young adults;

A. There should be an integration of various social, intellectual,

and religious groups within the school and community or-

ganizations so that understandings may be cultivated and bar-

riers which prevent good citizenship may be broken down..

B. More fellowship groups should be encouraged in schools, in-

cluding representations from all districts. This relates par-

ticularly to those groups which meet and have their activities

after school hoursin the day or evening.

C. Junior community civic councils for young adults and young

people should be encouraged on a longtime basis, rather

than on a periodic ephemeral pattern, to work along with

regular adult councils to enable students and other young

adults to obtain a clearer conception of hot./ their community

is governed and operates.

D. Social organizations should initiate similar 'junior groups to

work along with them.
4

II. The initial step should be the development of a community or-

ganization representative of all agencies concerned with the

community's general welfare.

A. It is suggested the pattern of this organization grow out of find.

ings of studies that are known to have validity on the subject.

B. The mobilization of leadership and the utilization of local

available resources constitute the essentials of a machinery

capable of providing opportunities for full participation which

make for effective citizenship.
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C. The following areas of action should be regarded as important

and immediate objectives:

I. The social and political orientation of the veteran.

2. The re-orientation of the relining warworker,

3. The effective social assimilation of newcomers and aliens.

4. The adoption of positive and practical plans which lead

to the elimination of social, racial, and religious barriers.

5. The aggressive recruitment
'of voluntary services of all citi-

zens in an effort to enrich community life and make democracy a

vital community fact.

III. The observance of law is fundamental to the existence of an

orderly society and the observance of law is one of the highest

responsibilities of the individual citizen toward his government

and toward his fellow man, It is recommended:

A. That community organizations, including all agencies con-

cerned with the community's general welfare, include law

observance as a most important phase of its area for consid-

eration and service. Such consideration would have many

uses in addition to the encouragement of law observance, but

would particularly help to focus attention of the community

organization on law observance problems.

B. That inasmuch as the citizen's desire to comply with law has

a direct relationship to his respect for law and his respect

for those,who enforce the law, ii is recommended that specific

encouragement be given by community organizations to

progressive law enforcement methods including the increasing

of the attractiveness of law enforcement positions, the im.

provement in recruiting of personnel for enforcement posi-

tions, the improvement in training of personnel, and including

also training in understanding social and environmental causes

of criminal and delinquent behavior, a training in the proper

understanding 'andlrandling of racial tensions, and improve-

ment in the operations. The utilization of the informational

and educational services of the Federal. Bureau of Investiga-

tion are examples' of the avenues, the use of which the com -

munity organizations might encourage,

C. That community organizations take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to improve respect for law by giving forum opportuni-

ties to law enforcement representative so that the citizen's

desire to comply with law will be strengthened by a better

knowledge of the policies of 8rganizations enforcing the law.
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D. That the community organizations lend their support to law

enforcement organizations in specific ways such as in sponsor-

ing the attendance of police officers at the FBI National

Academy, and as in supporting the law enforcement executives

in the obtaining of modern communications and other tech.

nical equipment, and in such ways as encouraging law enforce-

ment organizations in crime prevention work.

IV. We urge upon each of the organizations within each community

a definite and aggressive effort.

A. To explore ways to effect better understanding of our ideals

and institutions.

B, To stimulate their own members to join, as a personal responsi-

bility, in doing five things to make their citizenship more of

fective:

I. Extend .a more friendly spirit to all fellow citizens.

2. Set a solid example of law observance.

3. Always voteinformedly and in public interest.

4. Honestly record and bear his tax share.

5. Participate more often in other voluntary organizations for

community betterment,

C. For specific and planned efforts on the part of various com-

munity agencies within each community to become acquainted

with each other and to effect friendly cooperFion.

The following recommendations are also made by the entire group:

I, That this conference be followed by a similar one within the

coming year to help in carrying forward the contributions of com-

munity organizations to better American citizenship.

IL That the results of this year's conference be translated into realiza-

tion through a follow-up process which might be helped by the

organization of somewhat similar conferences on the regional,

stare, and local levels,

III.,That the radio and motion pictures be encouraged to prepare and

publicize materials and information that will be of assistance in

the development of better American citizenship.

IV. That the preparation of an agenda previous to future proposed

meetings, especially for next year, be encouraged.

V. That the appreciation of the members of the group be extended

to the chairman, discussion leader, recorder, and secretary for

services rendered.

VI. That the proceedings of this conference, including those of all'

groups, be distributed to all participants.
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Conference Work Group
STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE HOME

TO BEtTER AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP
Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 1946, in the

Library Room of the Carl Schurz Foundation

Chairman

MRS, RHEA ECKEL
Brutive Secretary, New York State Citizens Council

Discussion Leader

MRS. SIDONIE M. GRUENBERG

Director, Child Study Association of America ,

Recorder

R. j, COLBERT
Director, University of Wisconsin, Bureau of Community Development

THE FOLLOWING
TWENTY organizations participated in the home dis-cussion group: American Association of Social Workers; American

Association of University Women;, American Public Welfare Asso-ciation; Association of Childhood Educations Bureau of Community Develop-ment; University ofWisconsin; Camp Fire Girls; Family
Welfare Associationof America; National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers; NEA De-partment of Classroom

Teachers; NEA Department of Elementary SchoOlPrincipals; National Society of Colonial Dames; New York State CitizensCouncil; School District of Philadelphia;
Temple University; United. Coun-cil of Church

Women', Children's Bureau; U. S. Department of Labor;Woman's Foundation; Young Wom'en's
Christian Association,

I, What the home and family life normally contributes to effective
citizenship.

A. The home and family life are at ,the very foundation
of effec-

tive American citizenship. It is in the home that spiritual
values and attitudes are learned. Here, through(participationin the joys and problems of living together, are learned
the lessons of cooperation, fair play,

give-and-take, and
preciation of the common, evetiiday.things of life, Here it is
that the individual

Ands emotional security and self-expression
and at the same time learns

to respect opinions of others and
their rights and self-expression.

B. It is in family life that the dignity of the home as a basic in-

1681
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stitution, is sustained and becomes a cornerstone of character
growthof faith, honor, self-respect, loyalty, poise, pride, and
sense of duty. Through the outreach of the home to the com-
munity, state, and nation, these sentiments become the dy-
namics of patriotism. Thus, it is in the home and examples
set in family life that civic interest, love of country, and re-
spect for law, order, property, and of the rights of others
become ingrained.

C. It is in the home and family living that one becomes aware
of the interdependence 'of one person on another and of one
group upon other groups. Indeed, the daily needs of the fam.
ily demonstrate

an interdependence that is by no means limited
to people of like minds, race, culture, or country. Unless the
individual is fully conscious of this wide range of interdepen-
dence, and appreciative of it, he is likely to find that recog-
nized differences in the peoples of our interdependent "eco-
nomic society" may become the basis of resentful

discrimina-
tions. He is likely to develop attitudes prejudicial to ,demo-
cratic relations and inimical to a wholesome sense df social
responsibility. Thus, it is through the home and the outreach
of family life that the attitude toward and the evaluation of
different peoples and different cultures are largely formed
and where preparation for happy relationships is made.

D. It is in the family circle that the individual gets much of his
knowledge and interpretatio civic and governmental af-
fairs and his urge for better 'vn' Discussion of commu-
nity and national affairs in circle is free and frank,
whether it be party politics, rnmental regulations, atomic
energy, military training, or the more local question of im-
provement of streets, a place to park, or a recreational center.
Paolt3 and children contribute both information and point of
view. Tradition andcustom get seasoned with the new thought
and upto-date developments. In the discussions in the family
circle the past meets the present to shape,the future! Indeed
much of the information and interpretation which the indi-
vidual gets from outside contacts passes through the mill of
family discussion before it is ready to be the basis of action,

E. So it is that the home and family life make a basic contribution
to effective American citizenship.

II. Many homes do not'make their full contribution to better Ameri-
can citizenship.
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A. Perhaps most American families. are reasonably successful in
making a normal contribution to effective citizenship. How-

ever, there art all-too-many who, for various reasons, are not

so successful and whose contribution falls far short of what it
should be. Unfortunately, too, there is a large number (some

believe it is an increasing number) 'whose circumstances or

infiuence.weaken rather than strengthen American citizenship.

Indeed, &ere are many home and family situations that breed

and encourage antisocial, even criminal patterns of conduct

B, What prevents so many families from fulfilling their duties

toward their community, state, and nation?

1. Indifference and apathy on the part of a large proportion
f per toward their obligations as voters is perhaps the greatest

gle menace to good government in the United States. This

blight is not limited to any section of the country or to any seg-

ment of the population, though it is generally more noticeable

in local elections than in national. There is no doubt but that
much of it is a reflection of unhealthy attitudes developed in

family lifeattitudes which expect and demand much from
the public but are either ignorant or unappreciative of reciprocal

obligations and responsibilities. No doubt, too, some of it is due

to community influencesome communities take a,"What's the
use ?" attitude toward civic affairs.

a. Where the community is to blame for the prevalence of

indifference and apathy toward public affairs, the reasons are
generally not difficult to discover, though they are seldom quickly

or easay remedied,

b. Community standards of living and of family life play
an important role in creating attitudes toward effective citizen,
ship, These standards may be both good and bad, Unhealthy

standards may be the result of bad housing, lack of adequate

health facilities, irregular and inadequate family income, poor and

inadequate schoofs, lack of wholesome, recreational facilities re-
sulting in the prevalence- of undesirable group activities and
grganizations. Family life in such a letting is seriously handi-

capped in contributing its full share of good citizenship,

2. A poor and inadequate foundation for family life, does not
develop the attitudes in parent and child that are essential for
good citizenship. All too often this condition is the result of
psychological immaturity of the parents, or perhaps more often,

as
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the lack of preparation for family relationships, Under such cir-

cumstances both father and mother are apt to continue merely

as individuals and fail to develop a happy family spirit. Thus,

the healthy growth and development of the children is apt to be

neglected or dominated by the ambition of parents or left to the

influence and guidance of agencies outside the home. The home,

under such circumstances, is more apt to make a negative rather

than a constructive contribution to good government.

3. In some segments of the population perhaps decreasing

segments) traditional social and economic p. ictices limit partici-

pation of family members in civic affairs. The "head of thp

family" does not rule with democratic methods, Where either

parent is absolute "boK there is likely to develop an atmosphere

in family life inimical to a wholesome contribution to good citi-

zenship. In Man./4f the Old World cultures this pattern of family

structure still persists and the persistence of the use of foreign

language in the ,family tends further to limit the participation

on the part of its members in civic affairs.

4. The impact of change and, of outside influence on family

life add to the difficulty of maintaining the ideals and spiritual

values that make for a balanced and healthy outlook on life. The

impacts crowded into a single week of modern living are far

greater and more numerous than those that were made in a whole

year for the individual of three-quarters of a century ago. The

automobile, the telephone, the radio, the newspaper, the movies,

national advertising, the, airplane, and modern' medicine have not

only multiplied the range of interest and contacts, but have in-

tensified the diversification of interests on the part of the mem-

bers of the family, It is more difficult for the parent of today

to share in all of these interests and contacts than it was for

the parent of the past to share in the interests and contacts of

his children, Thus, many students of family life are cynical

about the prospects of strengthening the family contributkins to

citizenship beyond those wIlicb may be Molded in t ,;early years

of childhood.

5. Furthermore,- these- nges have a mid influence

on the standard and mannerotliving of American fami . They

are largely responsible for the changing make-up of the family,

for the fewer children per family, for increasing the span of life,

,and for the transfer of many of the old-time functions of the
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home to outside agenciel and organizations. Then, too, govern-

ment services and regulations have become of increasing impor-

tance to both the individual and the family, matters ranging all

the way from pure milk for the baby to social security for old

age.. These changes not only increase the need for family in-

retests in citizenship and governmental affairs, but increase the

amount of attention which the citizen must devote to public mat-

ters in order that his tax dollar may be as efficiently spent as the

dollar spent in Iiis private purchases:

6. Even the matter of bringing up a family under the most

advantageous circumstances is in itself a hindrance to keeping

abreast of the times and to active participation in citizenship

affairs. Especially is this true for the mother whose time is

largely taken in caring for small children. Lack of private or

community resources for the care of small children frequently

puts a definite limit upon what young mothers can do in com

munity and governmental affairs.

C Thus, it is that circumstances and conditions often hamper

or even misdirect family influence in regard to the contribution

which the family might make to better American citizenship.

111. Resources for strengthening the contribution of the home to better

American citizenship,
,

A. Most American families are succeeding fairly well in making

their adjustments to the rapid changes of our time.° In mak-

ing these adjustments, however, they have created and de-

veloped social resources, both public and privateresources

to furnish them with the information and the services which

thej need for meeting the requirements of present' day

living.. Those families having a difficult time in making their

full contribution to citizenship either do not use these re-

sources effectively, or fail to use them at all. They would

greatly strengthen their lot and the contribution they'made

to citizenship by making appropriate use of them.

1. Perhaps the most important of these resources are our edu-

cational institutions, from the kindergarten to the postgraduate

school. Never before have so many turned to education to find

the key to the solution.of their many personal and civic problems,

and to get a satisfactory understanding of the facts of modern life

as a basis for guiding them in developing programs for action.

Schools are no longer limited to courses of instruction and train
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ing of children; adults of all ages crowd our vocational and night

schools, lectures, forums, "workshops," and round tables. Some

of the most popular of the programs of adult education' are those

which hake to do with meeting the problems of citizenship.

2. Numerous organizations are closely associated with the

schools in promoting and guiding constructive programs for, irn-

proving community and civic affairs. Among the most effective

of these organizations are: The P.T.A., the Women's Clubs, and(

League of Women Voters. In recent years there have been added

to many of the local school systems provisions for visiting school

teachers, educational counselors, vocational counselors, and health

programs as well as expansion of recreational facilities to accom-

modate adults as well as children. Only in the more backward

rural sections of the country is it difficult for the family to find

its way to share in at least some of these resources for betterment.

3. Closely associated with the educational resources, and in

many instances fostered by them, are the wide variety of library

services, neighborhood branch libraries, traveling libraries, package

libraries, book clubs, and reading circles.

4. The churches of all faiths and denominations have tradi-

tionally been a t ulwark for strengthening the home and family

life and for sustaining those ideals and dynamics of character which

make for the good life. They, more than any other- social re

source, vigilantly attempt to reach and serve those who need help.

5. Many clubs, civic organizations, and labor organizations

do much not only to promote fellowship but to further a better

understanding of civic problems. Many foster neighlphood dis-

elusion groups which reach into the homes and bring to even the

most isolated members of the family opportunities for sharing in

the programs which contribute to bettering American citizenship.

Many of these organizations use the press, the radio, and the

movies as a means of helping the home to do a better job.

6. For years the press has been a major resource in promoting

better living. This applies not only to the localviewspapers, but

also to the many helpful "home journals." In31any instances

the press has led out and furnished tfie leadership needed to secure

public improvements and improve living conditions.

7. Important, also, are the numerous youth organizations

the Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire

Girls, 4H Clubs, and others. Most of them work in close co-
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operation with the home. Sometimes, however, thl disad
vantaged familiesthe ones who most need such assistance

are most difficult 6 reach.

8. Social service organizations, public and private, especially

family welfare, child welfare, health, and employment agencies

are resources that are reaching an everwidening number of fami

lies that need help in making their adjustments. Not so long ago

these sources were limited mainly to the larger cities. Today

itheir services reach into small towns and open country.

% 9. Increasingly Americans turn to governmentlocal, state,
f,"., or national to create needed services, controls, and corrections.

Some of these have already been mentioned. Here can be men

timed but a few of the other important governmental sources;

the Children's Bureau, the Woman's Bureau, and the Bureau of

Labor Statistics of the U. S. Department of Labor, the Cooperative

Extension Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture (reached

through the Agricultural Colleges), the Social Security Board,

the U. S, and State Health Services, hospitals, clinics, industrial

commissions, conservation and recreational departments, and many

municipal services. Many of these public services contribute daily

to the family standard of living.

B, Certain aspects of the rapid change of our time have as yet

not been met by adequate rssources. However,those families

who constitute the bulwark of America's civic strength will

soon find the way to create them. The oldtime, selfsuf-

ficient household economy thit once made the family an in-

dependent unit has gone, Nevertheless, family life is still

at the foundation of the strength of American civic life. The

ingenuity and dynamics of it can be depended upon to develop

the social resources that enable the family to continue to

make its full contribution to American citizenship,

IV. Techniques for improving the contribution of the home to better

American citizenship.

A. Some of the techniques for reaching the American family and

improving the contribution it makes to American citizenship

are implicit in the resources just listed.

1. Taking an active rt in governmental affairs, from the

pr3 town meeting to nation election, is perhaps the most effective

technique. Civic orga izanons which direct their efforts to

getting representatives of every family to participate in civic
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affairslocal, state, national, and internationlhelp to enrich the

contribution made by the home to American citizenship.

a. Citizens councils, community councils, voters' leagues, P.T.A.tiorganizations, community forums, neighborhood ssion group,

school debates, and adult education programs all rovide the op.

portunity to get the information and the training essential for

participation in effective citizenship.

b. Cooperative solving of community problemsgetting im

proved health service; creating a more adequate social center;

providing a vocational counseling center for youth and adults;,

in short, meeting any of the community needsis a technique

that helps the family contribute much to good citizenship.

2. The role of the newspapers, magazines, the radio, the

movies, and the advertiser in informing and shaping the opinion

of members of the American home must not be underestimated,

Especially during the World War did we come to appreciate their

tremendous potentiality. They can be a more effective force in

helping to meet the problems of peace, local as well as national

and international. -..

3. "I am an American Day" or "Citizenship Day," and the pro.

gram of voter education that pteLcdes it, is another means of

strengthening and enriching American citizenship. The third

Sunday of May has been designatni by Congressional Resolution
.,

and by Presidential Proclamation as the occasibn on which

states and their local units of government recognize the new vo

(youths who reached voting age and those aliens who were nat

uralized during the preceding year) and induct them into the

electorate with appropriate ceremony. This is not a new tech.

nique. It was an important institution among the ancient Greeks

and the American Indians. And, as was the case with the Greeks

and the Indians, this induction ceremony is only the fitting climax

to an educational and training program. The pattern for "Citi.

zenship Day" programs was set in Manitowoc County, Wisconsin,

in 1938.39, under the leadership of the University of Wisconsin.

The pattern consists of three parts:

a. Carefully planned local neighborhood and community

forums under the leadership of the new voters.

b. County convention of new voters.

c. "Citizenship Day"the induction program. The program

of forums attempts to provide the new voter with satisfactory
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answers to two se of questions, esigned to give him, and the

older voter as well, an understanding of what is expected of a voter.

Question OneThere and how far have the older voters brought

government to date, beginning with local government, and

what are we getting for our tax dollar?"

Question Two"What issues and problems am I now as a voter

expected to help think through, beginning with the issues

and problems of local government?" Through cooperation

with all of the many civic organizations of the community,

the program aims to reach every single family in each precinct

of the county, incuding the shutins and the absentees. In

these days of rapid change such *an annual program furnishes

the basis for a citizen to get the information and the in-

spiration so necessary for directing and improving public af-

)f
irs. The sponsorship of the program is legally vested in the

school system under the superintendent of schools, but it is

necessary for him to surround himself with a committee com-

posed of representatives from the various civic organizations

and units of government. The county convention of new

voters is devised for training in use of the dem &ratic pro

cesses and the setting up of facilities for cooperation in meet

ing local problems and in getting acquainted with local of-

ficials. "Citizenship Day" is indeed a community occasion.

An occasion arranged on a date that permits rural school par-

ticipation and which not only gives the new voter the in'

spiration, and appreciation for meeting his responsibility, but

it serves a rededication of older voters to a more active

interest 11 the affairs of government.

4. So e such annual occasion is more needed today than in

any other age since the speed of Change and the complexity of

life aqui es more of the citizen than was required heretofore,

V. Conclus n

A. "A program of action must have as its corners faith in

the future. With the restoration of this faith perhaps we

shall also achieve unity for peace and progress. A growing

army of people in all walks of life is now placing the building

of citizenship as among the first tasks of the peace. With

s, the courage and steadfastness born of such a great purpose,

working in freedom as one people, we can build strong founds-

dons deep and wide and lasting.
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B. "The spiritual power of human kindthe grand teamwork

of all our citizens, children, young men and women, older men

and women, lies in translating the magnificent religious and

political faith of America into the living community, its

homes, its streets, its music, its daily work, in short, its total

life.

C. "Democracy is the miracle of little people becoming great

people through free common action. This, I think, is what

we all have come to see in these stirring hours together.

Each of us is commissioned, not by any dictator, but corn

missioned by the common vision and faith that has grown

up in these meetings, to return home, get going and give our

best." (Concluding statement by the Chairman, Mrs. Rhea

Eckel.)

As a government so popular can be supported only br'universal

knowledge and virtue, it is the duty of all ranks to promote the

means of education as well as true religion, purity of manners, and

integrity of life,

JOHN ADAMS,

Second President of the United States
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Conference Work Group

.STRENGTHENING' THE CONTRIBUTION OF PRESS,
RADIO, AND MOTION PICTURES TO BETUR

AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

S ary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 1946 in the

Pennsylvat4 Dutch Suite of the Carl Schurz Foundation

Chairman

ROBERT A. WALKER

Director atitute of Citizenship, Kansas Slats College

of AgriePe and Appliedlcience, Manhattan, Karat

Discussion Leaders

THEODORE GRANIK

Director and Moderator, the American Forum of the Air,

Mutual Broadcasting System, Washington; D. C.

C. R. REAGAN

President, Film Council of America, Austin, Texas

Recorder

LYLE W. ASHBY

Assistant Dilictor, Division of Publications,

National Educe& Association, Washington, A C.

THE FOLLOWING sixteen organizations participated in the press-radio-

motion picture group: Allied Youth; American Broadcasting Corn-

parry; American Forum of the Air; Associated Negro Press; Edu-
cational Press Association of America; Encampment for Citizenship; Film

Council of America; Institute of Citizenship, Kansas State College; Motion

Picture Association; NBA Division of Publications; National Jewish Wel-
fare Board; National league of Women Voters; Scholastic Magazine; U. S.

Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service; Veterans

of Foreign Wars; Woman's Bat Association of the District of Columbia.

I. Our group recognized 'at the outset that there are oustanding con-

tributions to better citizenship being made by all three of the mass

media to which this group add&ssed itself. Such efforts 4 the
radio forums, docunientary films, and complete and objective feature

coverage by newspapers of public issues should be encouraged and

actively supported. ,'
1

A. Truly commendable efforts of press, radio, and motion pictures

ontributed to the war effort. It is our jud ent that these
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efforts must be intensified in the present urgent task of help-

ing to combat the intolerance, injustice, and disunity which

loom as major threats to our democracy.

B. The press, radiii, and motion picture are media of entertainment

as well as of education, As far as their educational opportuni-

ties and responsibilities go, their purpose should be to pro-

vide a steady flow of information to the public so that the

people can understand and make intelligent decisions on local,

state, national and international issues.

C. In the existing economy, the press, radio, and motion picture

must, for the most part, 'support themselves as busirfess en-

terprises. They must appeal to an audience large enough

to make the enterprise profitable.

I. Of necessity, the management of mass media tend to give

the people what they want, On the other hand, the leaders and

managers of these mass communication media are in a strategic

position to help to elevate the levels of a public taste and interest.

Those who Cater to prejudice, intolerance, and the distortion of

truth are a disgrace to their fellows in the media in which they

work.

D. Superior contributions to better citizenship by press, radio, and

movies exist in some communities:

I. Because public-spirited management seeks to do a good civic

service.

2. Becau ,of better know-how in the presentation of the

facts and ideals essential to good citizenship.

3. Because there is widespread community support and de
mand for this type of presentation.

II. Issues and recommendations.

A. We recognize that all three media have to exercise editorial

judgment in choosing the material that they shall present, due

to physical limitations of time and space. Even greater care

should be exercised than in the past to see that all points of

ew find expression and that the public interest is served.

B. We believe that history provides a valuable reservoir of ma-

terial on the basic concepts of democracy for entertainment and

education which has not been completely utilized, In the

use of such material, however, it is urged that historical accuracy

be preserved.

C. We recognize the responsibility of the citizenindividually
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and collectivelyto channel his desires and proposals for a

more complete presentation of public issues to the manage-

rnent of press, radio, and motion pictures. Citizens and man-

agement must vigilantly insist upon the freedom of access to

the use of these media,

D. We recognize a desire on the part of public-spirited manage-

ment of these three media for help and guidance in the formu-

lation of their plans, policies', and activities.

E. There is great need for dissemination of know-how as to

sources and methods of using these media in schools, clubs,

churches, and other community groups.

F. In conclusion, the group feels that the media under discus- 6

sion by our group have tremendous power in the field of

public information and opinion. Every effort must be made

to help the management of these media to do the better

job for the welfare of the future of our country and the world

that the vast majority of them are conscientiously seeking

to do.

IL Comments by Recorder,

A. This discussion group had some very interesting sessions. The

fact that it did not produce a longer, more specific and satis-

factory report was due to the following asons:

1. The fact that the group was faced w the task of dealing

with three media.

2. Because the amount of time simpl was not great enough

for adequate consideration of all three.

3. On account of the difficulty of ge mg agreement in a

group which included represefitatives of radically different points

of view.

B. There were, for eiarnple, varying shades of opinion regarding

the manner in which citizenship obligations are being dis-

charged by the mass media.

1. One opinion was that the great bulk of newspapers are

straight-jacketed by commercial considerations and that news cov-

erage is slanted in the direction of the particular philosophy of

owners and managers.

2. Two other examples were the disagreements over the citi

zenship effect of children's radio programs, and editorializing on

the radio,

C. The recorder would recommend that somewhat different ar-,
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rangements be made in the area of mass media in future.

conferences. They are far too significant in the present social

scene to be limited to the kind of consideration the group

was able to give them in the time available.

D. The report as presented represents the thinking of the group

only so far as majority agreement could be obtained.

E. The report is not nearly as strong, either pro or con, as in-

dividuals would have liked.

F. Many individual and minority points of view are not in-

eluded at all.

Whether one traces his Americanism back three centuries to the

Mayflower or three years to the steerage is not half so important as

whether his Americanism of today is real and genuine.

-CALVIN COOUDGE,

Twenty.ninth President of the United States
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Conicrence Work Group

STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF YOUTH

ORGANIZATIONS TO BETTER AMERICAN

3 CITIZENSHIP

Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 1946, in the

Members' Room, American Philosophical Society

Chairman

LEMMEL .

Superintendent of Schools, Wilmington, Delaware

Discussion Leader

ROY SORENSON

National Young Men's Christian At 'ation

(4,' '
Recorder

LAURENTINE COLLINS

Detroit Board of Education, Division of School-Community Relations

DELEGATES from the following eighteen organizations participated in

the youth group; Allied Youth; American Association for Health,

Physical Edu cation, and Recreation; American Association of Junior

Colleges; American Legion; American Red Cross; Camp Fire Girls; Future

Farmers of America; Girl Scouts; Grand Council of the Order of DeMolay;

National Audubon Society; National Big Brother Association; NEA National

Association of Secondary-School Principals; National Jewish Welfare Board;

School District of Philadelphia; Temple University; U. S. Department of

Justice, Immigration and Ningalizaiion Service; Young Men's Christian

Association; Young Women's Christian Association, Those included youths

as well as adult leaders.

I. What we did.

A. In the day and a half devoted to the concerns of youth, a

variety of people from a variety of organizations worked earn-

estly and democratically together. The group of approximately

thirty people made a brief survey of existing programs in

widely representative fields. Even though this survey was in.

adequate and fractional, it did show the rich possibilities for

citizenship 'education through dynamic youth o don s,

B. The group then spent time trying to define t of

the iwo-day meeting and their concepts of what comprises

democratic citizenship. These concepts varied 'from the all-
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inclusive one which says that what is good for anyone is

good citizenship; a narrow one concerned primarily with civic

or political democracy; and a third, resting in between, which

would include some of the more recently accepted social and

individual aspects of citizenship.

C. The group then moved on to an attempt to outline the critical

factors in democratic citizenship for which knowledge, un-

derstanding, insight, and action are so vitally needed, A brief

listing of these follows:

The intelligent election of leaders and their support there-

after.

2. A willingness to asine leadership, to take personal respon-

sibility, and to discover ways'of breaking down the apathy of the

general public on problems of crud I and major concern.

3. Honest and forthright adult peration with youth.

4. The development of internal nal understanding and co-

operation.

5. The develop ent of intergroup and intercultural unit-
standing.

6. Coopetativelplanning and group action based on a realistic

understanding of community needs.

7. Emphasis tin political democracy and citizenship to the end

of redeeming a constructive notion of politics and a realization

that compromise is a dynamic democratic process.

8. Increased realistic cooperation between groups implying a

willingness to change and to be flexible.

D. The group then outlined its concepts of the qualities of demo-

cratic citizenship. Four qualities were listed and discussed,

1. Respect for the dignity and integrity of humanSersonality

without regard to race, religion, nationality, or socio-economic

status.

2. Concern for the welfare of the total group.

3. The use of the scientific method. to solve crucial problems.

4. Freedom of speech.

E. In an attempt to practice the principles listed above, the group

tried tO use the twelve items as criteria against which programs

might be evaluated, Two or three youth programs were de-

scribed and an attempt made to do this critical evaluation.

This approach was not too effective.

F. At the last session the following conditions under which citiztn

ship education can be made most effective were listed:

4A
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a
1. Leadership' on both the prOfessitnal and volunteer levels

should havecleai purposes and objectives. ,

2.. Programs should be realistic, sincere, and have obvious

genuineness. Participants must have a clear understanding of

the purpose of programs.

3. There should be breadth of opportunity for participation

as well, as intensive, highly selected aspects..,

4. Programs .should stress cooperation as well as leadership,

IL Evaluation of the Conference..

A. Significance.

1. There seemed to be an unspoken and deep-seated concern

in dee avee of citizenship which brought .people to this First

National Conference.

2: There was 'an honest attempt to carry on With forthright-

ness and reality a good demodratic process with spontaneityand

mutual, respect,

3. ,There was also's willingness' to lace problems, weaknes'is,

and limitations of prOgrims realistically, objectively; and analyt-

B. Representation.

The youth group felt tbp in spite of the comparative short-

ness of time involved, in the calling of the Conference, there

should have been wider and perhaps better group represents.

don. It was suggested that,a topical cross section mitt. be'

,'even re effective than the kind of representation under,

which Conference was organied

Ell. Recommendations:

A. All staiments on citizenship or citizenslip education shotild
I

beienr u? a committee fpr synthesis. The two area's of focus.

might be: rf

1. What are the ,basic qualities of demoiratic citizenship?,

2. What ate the critical, immediate goals?

B. The group recommends most respectfully that a resolution en-

dorsing the Principle of this First National Conference on

Citizenship and requesting that they be conductet an?nuallr

be presented at the Annual Meeting of the NEA in Buffalo

in July.

C. The group recommends that:

I. There be aik.tlational Youth Conrence on Citizenship in

which there ImiChet a sprinkling of adults.
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2. A National Adult Conference on Citizenship in which

youth would be represented.

a. These might be held closelfIn time so that there would

be interaction and reciprocity between the two conferences.

D. It is suggested that the next conference focus around, the

practical discussion of successes and failures in the light of

criteria developed at this First National Conference on. Cid

zenship.

1.

William Carlin of the Coatesville, Pennsylvania, Chapter ofthe Future

Fermat of America, Mr. &din was one of the several young people

who ably,represented youth organizations at The Citizenship Conferettee.
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Conierence Work Group

STRENGTHENIN6, THE CONTRIBUTION OF
OCCUPATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO BETTER

.;,'AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18, 19A in the
Exhibit Room,, Carl Schurz Foundation'

Chairman

HARVEY SAUL

Barrington Associates

Discussion Leader

BRED S. HUTCHINS I:
American Bar Association, Citizenship Committee

Recortier

,CLYDE RUSSELL

Executive Secretary, Maine Teachers' Association

EL FATES from the following thirteen organizations participated
thkoccupational discussim group: American Bar AssoCiation; Amet7

.ican Teachers Association; American Vocational. Association;, Bar-
rington Associates; Civitan

International; Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions; National' Association of Manufacturers; Federal Bar Association; NEA.
Committee on Citizenship; Temple University;'U. S. Department

culture; U. S. Department of Justice, Imniigration anclNaturOization'irvic0

and U. S. Department of labor.

I. What is an occupational group?

A. Defined.. An occupational group is a body of individuals in

common or allied occupations who have banded themselves to.
gether for the purpose of reficting the influence pf that

occupation in the social group or h the hod}, politic. As

distinguished from other ,groupsY's:uCh as school, youth, home,'

community, church, etc., the occupational group reaches and

influences individuals through their occupations or the corn.

von interests created through their jobs.

B. Occupational group opportunities in citizenship, 'Ile stabili
cy occupational groups increases in proportiol to the

widened horizons of opportunity. The prothotion or citizen.

ship provides a medium for copimon good ubalance the
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ing of privqge which is the usual function of first interest to

otcupational ups in a manner that is not accessible to other

groups.

C. Citizenship defined. For the promotion of,good citizenship

through'sbe medium of occupational groups it is essential

to have the. ,goal clearly defined and uniformly understood.

Citizenship is defined as follows: Citizenship is a status

which signifies membership in the society of the people of

the United States, which Inds its members in mutual alle.

giatice lo their established government and to active interest

in aFf support of the, common welfare in home, community,

and hation. It entitles the members to mutual protection in

the. freest exercise of individual liberty consistent with the

common welfare.

D. Qualities of good, citizetii The qualifications of a good citizen

e defined as follows: lik4:41. citizen is an'individual Awho

r ognizes his rights and the rights of others under law. and

tively exercises those rights flit the common good. He is

one wIlo poFsses initiative, character; and. intelligence, resists

unfounded propaganda and continues to grow and expand

in his vision and practices. , ,

Motivating good citizenship through occupational groups.

A. The need for the establishment of a central clearinghouse for

the collection, compilation, .cataloguing, and dissemination

of information on current organized efforts in promoting good

citizenship is immediately obvious and is recornmenled.

ugh such a dearingtuse it is recommended that programs

of citizenship promotion now being carried 106k occupational

groups be compiled and catalogued for referette and that the

availability of this information be made known' to encourage

other occupational groups to initiate or to improve their pro

grams in citizenship.

C. It is further recommended.that a promotional group be estab

lished within the proposed Clearinghouse to publicize the possi

bilities in citizenship activities with occupational groups. A

part of the function of this promotional group will be to

readapt ideas or create new ideas to help occupational groups

to develop citizenship programs.

it is recommended that this clearinghouse shall set up

a research group to collect, interpret, and disseminate statis.
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' t'' ,tical and other finial information
,

that will serve to incoutage t

increased citizenship promotions through occupational g, i.
',.,,. .,III. General observations.

A. The development of the good citizen begins in the home.

. Thi,,social enviton nt, the churik the school all contribute

tdi,clevelop nt, or the delinquency in such development.
. ,

Thkitizen becomes a part of the occupationalltroup after

these influences have been felt.. Just how well or how poorly

Arse other environments are conducted will determine tow

much or how. little remains to be done by the occupational

'groups:

B. Present activities were considered, among them essay contests in

sc , , . acing summer camps, awarding scholarships in col.

le nsoring Boy Scour groups, the initiation of legisla

tinn--the juvenile court act in Rhode Island,3for example

provisio of speakers for community groups and various forms

of eys, institutes, forunis, and /community associations,

3PrItte ,was nO attempt' at, 'appraisal, though it was svggeited

foAitis which ate f011owed,4p.syStepatically and direCted

MiDfialli hati' e best chance ,of success,

her Infiy ent 'upon ',Iitizensfiip which may be beyond the

gripe pf .ui , , no 1 groups rare such. features as housing,
.,s

u , A . . 01 t/lomestic confusion, and work! dis

et,: t rough research an enlightenment, the

nal, groups can .gp ,to find and 'correct some of the

Fhich lined with good citizenship,

ighly desirable
,,
to have some degree of national

ityi,,, Of piinnitles toward .good,,itizenship, the most
r''' , I

:7 ' t c ecti wdrk will achieved on the local le I.' It must be

'f? accaitted as a comcrignity4i,iise to,be 1 and serve the

on good. 'r ,,,,,

a individual in

occupational

in p i sad ,,practice),.

atioal tation
bnarr;,, I 0

esis the ma

ori al fiin.cithn

furict'i shy Ic

°pose ofiservlig:0

..

1;': aC

r

'1):

,,nd

pion no

cup' ado al

be broad 1.

c1.1-mm .g

itpA tO'Ihe point of

(broad

re ,cp.
g tt:n denc to

it npon'tlie

qted thfr

d. Richer

I
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F. Working for a common cause such as good citiienship`wili

provide I rallying issue for national upity and will serve to

minimize issues of lesser importance alxiut,which factions may

quarrel.

G. There is need for coordinadng Ideas and activities' of

all groups and interests sUcti'as pat t organkatians, business

and labor organizations, schools, home4, clits,'dvic groups,

and government. agencies who engagelltitizetiship education

io be sure that there is no overlapping ot,4pliCation of effort,

and also to be certain that all groups have the benefit of

the best ideas and techniques for the advancement of good ,

citizenship.

A New Jersey delegation, with some of the Conference officials at the printing

Press in the Carl Schurz Foundation Exhibit Left to right; Everett C. Preston,

Mary Gayer; Richard B. Kerman, Earle T. Hawkins, Ernest 0. Melby, Mary Ellen

LaDow, Marcie Thompson, and Burritt C. Harrington.



Conference Work Group

STRENGTHENING THE CONTRIBUTION OF

PATRIOTIC, VETERANS, AND SPECIAL CITIZENSHIP

ORGANIZATIONS TO BETTER 'AMERICAN CJTIZENSHP

.Summary of Three Sessions Held May 17 and 18,1946, in the
Chill Room, Americili PhilosophiCal Society

Chair=
LYMAN BRYSON

Director of Education, alionbia Broadcasting Company'

Diicussion Leader

RICHARD B. KENNAN .

Associate Secretary, National Commission for the Defense of

Democracy Through Education

Recorder

NOAH TURPEN

Immigration and Naturalization Service, Research and Education Division

nmums from the following fifteen organizations participated. in
11 the patriotic group: American Phi!OliOical Society; American

gion; American Legion Auxiliary;lirgui for Intercultural Ecluca

don; Daughters of American Revolution; Enciiiiinent. or Citizenship; Girl

litery0ons of Penn-

gh F,du.

Sctf America; junior Red Cross; Kings% Da

sy NBA COmMission for the Defense 6

cation; National Society, of Colonial Dame*

partment of Justice, Immigration' and Na

sent of Agriculture (4H Clubs); ind,Ve

L Report of activities.

A. The

r
1.ft

an comment effect th

those represented usually fall into'

S, De:

Depart

ars..

44'
+4).H

2. I

B. f g one 3 thinking when he speaks

of the 'program' of an organization." Membe of the group

were then called on to report on the citiieMip activities

of their respective. niziations, ,Interesting reports were

given in the der, time being given for ,questions,

r "against"
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and discussions as desired by members of the group:

1. Salvation Army,

2, American legion.

3. Bureau for Intercultural Education.

4, Veterans of foteign Wars,

?, Girl Scouts of America.

6, Junior Red Cross,

7. Encampment for Citizenship.

8. National 'Society of Colonial Dames.

9. Daughters of American Revolution,

10, American legion Auxiliary,

11, Kings Daughters and Sons of Pennsylvania.

12, Department of Agriculture (4H Clubs).

13. Immigration anti Naturalization Service,

C. Reports were made in the citizenship program of the following

organizations that were not officially represented in the iroup:

1. Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

2, World Understanding Foundation, Inc.

II. Some Problems and Issues.

A:Youth activities constitute a large pottier, of the programs

reported, An analysis of the youth activities revealed that

they fall roughly into three types:

1. Discussions eworld problems about which the participants

can do little otAng,,

2.'pramarizatibiii such as "Model Legislature," 'Boys Stater

and "ifayOr for A bar,

3. Yowl participation in the affairs that immediately con.

cern youth and taking the cmequences.

B. All were in agreement, that more activities of the,third type

should be encouraged:

C. Mosi'of the.delegatei presentiiek concerned about the diffi

cult of obtaining young leadership', Some lamented the fact

that young people just "don't want,,,to be bothered" by assum.

ing responsibilit. After an attempt to attilyze this difficulty it

was agreed that the chief fault lies in the elders who are in

positions of authority. Such leadirs are 'seldom willing to

share policy-making and decisionmaking functions .witifjouth,

but instead relegate them to the senile role of collecting waste

paper. and tin cans ancl.sithilar "busy work." There is a

crying need for complete sharing of osponsibitity and au.
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thorhy with youth, Experience hai demonstrated that when

this is done youth comes through.

D. Se'veral of the organizations represented present badges and

medals as awards for citizenship activities. The issue was

raised as to whether competitive awards con ibute to build.

ing good citizenship. It was agreed that th competitive as-

of awards should be minimized; that ey are justified

nly as awards for achievement

E. The need for developing in all citizens a greater J g of
responsibility to vote and otherwise participate, .civic

affairs was stressed throughout the discussions, In this 'con-

nection the importance of placing more emphasis on citizen-

ship initiation activities, such as court induction ceremonies

for candidates for naturalization and "Citizenship Day' or ''l

Am an 4imerican Day" obriatiCe for both the twenty-one

yearold and the naturafekkeltifif, Was discussed. Someone

objected to the use of "I Am an American Day" as a designa-

tion for the thirctrindrotMairon the ground that it has a

somewhat bigoted connotation. There appeared to be agree

meat that "Citizenship Day" is a more suitable desi,gnatioe.

II. Formil Action.

A. TWe', following matters received formal action of the group:

Colonel Alfred C. Oliver, representative of the Veterans of,

Foreign Wars, read to the group the following statement

for his organization:

Today'). World and American Citizenship

in Relation to Our Citizen ATOP 1

I. It is the consensus Of public opinion that for the first time
in the history of the Unitli States a large peacetime army is a
necessity. American tradition from the days of the founding
of the nation has been opposed to a large professional aimy such
as has existed in the old world, but' today the United States finds
herself committed to long periods of control of conquered ?to-
pics in foreign lands. This requires a vastly increased military
fOrce and demands the clearest kind of thinkingby all Americans.
If we are to maintain large groups of men on foreign toil, the
danger is that they will return to their homes inoculated by an
ideology which will be detrimental to the American way of life.
Here is where the educatOrs its'Arnerica should enter the picture.

2. The affording of additional pay' to join the military forces
and enjoy a life of ease in the old army, style is a stop-gap. It is-
narthe answer to the problem in the best of American tradition.
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3. The army needs educational programs that will tempt the
young manhood of America because of the opportunity afforded

by them to increase military efficiency and likewise the oppor
tunity afforded to asguire an academic training in languages and

technical skills thatirill enable the trainee to serve his country

better when he goes, back to ,civil life. Such a program would

keep the army progressive in its thinking and would attract the

type of men needed for an occupational force. During the recent

war, training programs were established for all phases of military

actiiities, and intensive training was provided with the object ,

of winning the war. The same efforts directed towards making

Personnel ore efficient in peacetime fiog military work as well

as civil pions and activities should certainly. command the

support o the nation and its youth, .,

4. A; staff of specialists, either' offices or civilian or a com
' bination of,both, should be organized at once to evolve such an

educationaliprogram, The members of the staff should be trained

educationalists, wish wide experience in their partially fields.

It is anticipated that two years of college work could be completed

while in the airny, either,on-thejob training or by group study or a

combination of both, and if this could be followed by two years

of scho& work upon release from the army the ambitious serv-

iceman could coMplete a college course in addition to having ob

tained,valuable experience which will enable him robe an ex-

cellent officer candidate or an executive in international trader

5. The training progiam should consi f on-the-job train-

ing and school training in the types of rk now carried on
by the military forces from the training o clerki and coot to i

consi

trifling of radio, engineers and atom bomb scientists. Where

on:thejob training is offered su4, relative informatiolinas may

be necessary to provide a better Mderstanding ok,thketheory,and

background of the subject should be offered. On- the -job train-

ing would' include sUbjenti'ori both the vocational anttollege
levels. Specialized, tourses in history and political institutions

of the Various nations should be offered in order that the occu-

pational forces may better tiliderstand the peoples with whom

they are dealing, and special opportunity' should be given for the

study of languages. Throughout the ceirseteltere should be in-

structions given as to the value of out own political institutions

and way of life, in order gat troops may be immunized against

destructive ideelogis. A .

B. After reading the abgve,'"Colonel Oliver distributed to the

group mimeographed copies of the statement to which were

appended copies of the following resolution:

I. Whereas, the members of the discussion group on pa-

triotic,organizations are in substantial agreement with the views

set forth by the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States

in the attached- article entitled "Today's' World and American

Citizenship in Relation to Our Citizen Army," now therefore it

91
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2. Resolved, by the National Conference on Citizenship,
That: There be appointed a committee consisting of four (4)
members of the National Education Association and three (3)
of the representatives of patriotic organizations attending this
Conference, to confer with the United States Army in the prepa
ration of an educational training program to meet the unusual

conditions which have arisen because' of the large number of
American soldiers now requited, and who will be required, for
army service in foreign lands,..

C The following resolution was conaidereN 'adopted by the

group: f

1, Whet* the objectives of this resolution are held to
be in harmony with the main purpose of the First National Con-

ference on Citizenship, Philadelphia, Pa., May 17.18, 1946, now
therefore be it

2. Resolved, by the National Conference on Citizenship, That:
As an aid in the promotion of better citizenship through better
world understanding among the youth of America, this Conference t
endorses the following two projects of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States:

a. Historical Project. Material will be furnished by Vet-
tuna of Foreign Wars posts in various communities throughout

the dation, showing overseas service records and brief descrip-.

dons of the overseas experience of selected veterans whose mate-
rial may be suitable and valuable; such material to be used in
local high.schoopibraries as source material ancras hitorical back-

ground,in elapse. , .

b. Speakers Bureau, Local Veterans of Foreign Wars posts

to make available a group of speakers who will supplentell;...hisi,:,

tory study by giving firsthand word pictures of condit*fn fore
eign lands.

4
the final session the following was adopted in the form of

a recommendation: That the educational requirements for

naturalization be strengthened to include the ability to read

in English to the,:fourth grade level, and that candidates ,for

naturalization be required to demonstrate s fair knowledge

and undeistanding of the principles of, the Onstitution and

Government of the United States.
,

E All the above were adopted by unanimous vote of the delegates

.resent when each was considered. °

RESOLUTION

offered at the dosing session of the

First National Conference on Citizenship

Because of the benefits derived from the meeting of the many *rho

are interested in and working for the development of more effective

itizenship, and

Because of the teamplay and coordinated effort that this Con-

Terence has started,

BE IT RESOLVED:

That we express our appreciation to and our commendation of the

National Education Association for arranging this First National Con-

ference on Citizenship, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That we express the hope that it will be possible for the National

Education Association to continv this important service and to at-

range another such conference next year.

Resolution offered by Dr. H. V, Holloway, Supt, of Schbols

of Delaware, duly seconded, and unanimously passed

by the members of the Conference group.

Saturday, May 18, 1946

There can be ,no diva-allegiance here. Any man who says that

he is an American, but something else also, is not an Am;rican at all.

%

THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

Twenty.filth President of the United State;

[ 95 ]
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HISTORICAL NOTE

0
N TWO PREVIOUS OCCASIONS, national conventions on citizenship

hare been held in the United States. These were, alled by the federal

government, through the Bureau of Naturalization, which was then a

part of the U. S. Department of Labor, and were mainly intended to consider

problems that4ere arising in the field pf Americanization of the foreign

born.

The first of these "National Citizenship Conventions," as they were

kno!n, was held in Washington, a C, in 1916. Addresses were given

by President Woodrow Wilson; Philander P, Claxton, U. S. Commissioner

of Education; and Samuel Gompers of the American Federation of Labor.

The, second Citizenship4onvention was held in Portland, Oregon, in

1917, in cooperation with the National Education Association which was

holding its annual meeting i that city.

CONFERENCE' CRITERIA

IN CALLING TIE FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CITIZENSHIP, the

Committee in charge has had in mind froth ',the beginning the following

pertinent points:

*chat with the end of armed hostilities a reaction is likely to set in

has in fait already set inleading to a lessening of the high

interest in active citizenship and patriotic service strongly

marked during a time of crisis;
.

That never before in the history of,the world has it been so important

to keep civic interest and participation at a high level;

That thectare many leading national organizations which play a part

or can plaY a pirt in developing better practices in good citizen-

ship;

That these organizations are'.411, working independently, with much

-duplication and with varying degrees, of success;

That the contributions of these orgarkatiotis 'have had real value, and

that this value canj be increased many fol the various group

efforts are cOordirtated;

That there are practices, ilograms, and techniques which are effective

in developing 'good citizenshipand other practices, ,programs,

and techniques h are of doubtful 'Or negative value;

[96")'
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That there has never been a coned nationwide effort to evaluate

and attempt to iLiprove the programs of various groups;

That there is often a tendency for sincerely interested groups to pay

more attention to the dramatic and spectacular;

That there is likewise the danger of a group developing programs

which have more results in tlg way of publicizing the group

itself than in developing effective.and constructive citizenship;

That the ineffectiveness of such programs often comes not from wilful

desire to advertise one's good deeds, but from a,lack of knowledge

of types of programs which have proved successful;

That it would, therefore, be highly desirable to bring together in a

conference representatives of the various outstanding civic, re:

ligious, educational, professional, industrial, labor, and corn.

munications groups of the country who would give several days

serious attention 'to the following concrete objectives:

1, ta reexamine the functions and duties of American citizenship
in today's world;

2. To assist in the development of more dynaMic procedures for
making citizenship more effective;

3. To indicate the ways and means by 'which various organizations

may contribute concretely to the development of a more active,
alert, 'enlightened, conscientious, and progressive citizenry in our
country.

DISCUSSION GkOUPS

In planning the Conference program, the Conimittee has provided

general meetings. at which delegates will have the opportunity of hearing

outstanding leaders from many walks of life in Amcrica today. These

leaders will undoubtedly stimulate their audiences to serious and construe.

tive thinking..

But the Committee has also planned that this National COnLetence shall

be a work conferencethat the meetings shall not consist soleltilistening

to speeches, no matter how ...Wise they may be; that opi;o0tity shall be

afforded for men and women, of like' interests, but varied bitekgrounds, to

meet in smaller .groups where they can clarify their thinking, 'present their

problems, gain from the give-andtake of wisely guided demo&Fic discussion,

and together assist in deyloping criteria, plans,and programs 'OA will
lead to still more effective,pra4 in citizenship. A.

In planning several sessions of the eight working groups-the-Committee

e.
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counted on two distinct tontributions these gropp sessions could make to

the success of the Conference:

First, the processthe pro'iiding of opportunities in small, informal

gatherings for delegates to have ample opportunity to raise ques

tions, compare and eviluate practices, and clarify their thinking,

and

Second, the productthe probable emerging of 'speCific suggestions

and plans for action, which, printed in the Proceedings, could

be of real value in suggesting, to the groups concerned, ways

and means of carrying on more effective citizenship programs,

OUTCOMES OF THE GROUP DISCUSSIONS

The Committee placed a great deal of faith in the outcome of the various

work group discussions. It was felt that in general the Conference uld

succeed to the extent that the series of group meetings (a) really stimu.

( lated thought and .(b) led to plans for effective action.

The Committee hoped_ that ip all the group 'discussions proper consid

elation would be given to the three facets of effective citizenship: (a)

knowledge, (b) emotion, and (c). acticA\tch having its place in a well

rounded program designed to produce citizens, who know, who care, and

who partkipate. And this knowing, this caring, this acting come from

citizens who realize that for every liberty there is a corresponding loyalty,

for every right in teemPanying duty, and for every privilege an obvious

responsibility. They then realize full well that democracy cannot be passed

down from father to son, that it has to be earned anew and learned anew by

each generation.

CONDUCE OF THE GROUP DISCUSSIONS

The sponsoring organization did not intend to prescribe the line of pro- ,

cedure to be followed in the various groups. Those responsible for the

group discussions were carefully chosen and were people of wide expe

rience who could be expected to know the best techniques for working with

the discussion groups during the several periods assigned for group meet-

ings. i%

The following questions are typical of the many that were raised by

the Committee during the several months leading up to the Con-

ference. They were not in any sense intended to be prescriptive or re.
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strictive. Tkey were meiely indicative of questions which might be raised,

1. What are the qualities:of a good citizen?

2. What are the criteria of a good citizenship program?

3. What are some of the most challengin, problems facing citizenship

in action today?

4. What are some significant successes in the way of programs pro-

moting good citizenship?

5. What practices seem of doubtful value when their results are weighed

against the effort required to carry them on

6. How can civic leaders be encouraged to Study effectively programs

designed to promote good ,citizenship?

7. What ire some ffective ways of evaluating the success of citizen.

ship programs?

8. How can we get interested groups to go about this business of

developing citizenship in the most effective .way without being so

much concerned about who gets the proper credit?

9. How can the deliberations of the Conference be made available to

the thousands of people interested in developing good citizenship?

10. How Can the interest stimulated by this First National Conference on

Citizenship be made part of a.continuing program?

THE BALLOT

weapon that Mel down as still

As snowflakes fall.upon the sod;

But executes a freeman's will,

As lightning does the will of God.

JOHN PIERPOer
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COMMITTEE ON APPilAISAL

CARL B. HIIATT, Chairman

R. J. COLBERT

R. B. HANDY, JR.

LUCY MASON HOLT

, HOBERT L. SEAMANS

DEMOCRACY holds the substanc of the spiritual ideas and moral values

that ,mankind has fashioned nd striven for during the centuries of
)

human history.' Its heritage has found fullest expression in America.

As never before in its history, America stands on the topmost heights where

it can serve as an example to the world of the fulfilment of man's loftiest

nd mercy to all:

40 representatives of,national organi-

ling with some aspect of citizenship

asize the worth of United States citi-

ocratic relations w,heo people from

family, with mutual respect for each

nk, and free manner, about how the

best be discharged, especially 4 we

dreama land of peace and justice

It Is significant, therefore, that

zations and government agencies d

met in historic Philadelphia to emp

zenship. It was a milestone in de

such varied groups sat down like a

other, to talk together in serious, fr

responsibilities of citizenship might

return to the days of peace.

A national 'crisis always brings a resurgence of, faith in the American

way of life. Patriotism touches the its of men with a sense of universal

kinship, and fills the earth with prom'se. But when the crisis is over, the

lamp often burns low and the fulfilment of the hopes of free men vanishes

into darkness.

1h( delegates to the Conference

recent armed hostilities finds a lesseni

zenship and patriotic service that so si

time of crisis. Both discussants at th

general sessions pointed out the feed

basic loyalties during peacetime; and

braces the welfare of all elements of

recognized that the, ending of the

g of the high interest in active cid-

ongly marked our Nation during its

group meetings and speakers at the

for an equally strong emphasis upon

or a concept of citizenship that ern-

ur population.

Because of the complexity of d ocracy that, :in the richness of its

diversity, sometimes includes even a v gueness regarding the ways by which

its principles may be achieved, it w4 felt that the Nation cannot afford

to drift along with little thought and planning being given to the direction

in which' it is going.

It was realized, that if individuals and groups become absorbed in their

personal and private interests to the exclusion of concern for the happiness

[ 100]
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of all; that if conflicts, selfishness,' carelessness, or complacency paralyze

the working of our democracy; then neither the welfare of the individual,

nor the general welfare of our country can be achieved. A melee of warring

factions-- racial, religious, political, or economicwill weaken rather than

strengthen our American citizenship and tender our democracy impotent.

Running like a thread through all of the group discussions was recognition
AA

of the interdependence of one on another and of the need to accept differ-

ences among our peoples but to harmOnize or compromise these differences

whenever they become harmful to the deTocratic relations of the total group.

As one of the groups emphasized; :Working for a ccimmon causeouch

as good citizenship will provide a rallying issue for national unit and

will serve 'to minimize issues of lesser importance about which factions may

quarrel?'

Called together because of the grave evidences' of disunity spreading

throughout our land, and with little time for the preparation of agenda,

this Conference was a challenge to future conferences to develop the lop

alries of free men in harmony with the spirit Of democracy. The ground

has been plovied, but the tilling and mailing must be done. Through many'

fine recommendations and statements of idealistic objectives the Conference

laid the ground work for further consideration and implementation by

larger and still more broadly representative conferences to be held in the

future.

The outstanding impression of the Conference is that representatives

of leading civic, religious, educational, professional, industri4 labor, and,

communications groups came together voluntarily to re-examine ifi realistic,

objective, and analytical manner the duties and responsibilities of citizen-

ship. The, delegates etched the pattern for" future conferences on national,

state, and local levels that augurs well for the future of America.
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GENERAL SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS

Thursday, May 16, 1946

6:30 p.m. Dinner for conference officials

BellevueStratford Hotel

Friday, May 17, 1946

8:30 am. GENERAL SESSION

Breakfast meeting, BellevueStratford, Hotel

10:00 a.m. Special conference work groups

12:30 p.m. GENERAL SESSION

t Luncheon meeting, Benjamin Franklin Hotel

p.m. Special conference work groups

6:30 p.m. GENERAL SESSION

Dinner meeting, BellevueStratford Hotel

9:00 p.m. Special conference work groups

Saturday, May 18, 1946

9:30 a.m. Special conference groups

12:30 pm GENERAL SESSION7

Luncheon meeting, Benjamin Franklin Hotel,

3:00 p,m. GENERAL SESSION

Exhibit Hall, Carl Schurz Foundation

7:00 p.m. GENERAL SESSION

Dinner meeting, BellevueStratford Hotel

America is another name for Opportunity. Our whole hlitory appears

like a last effort of Divine Providence, in behalf .of the human race,

EkERsox
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CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

JULIAN C ALDRICH, Associate Professor of Education, New York Univeriity;

New York, N. Y.

MRS, SADIE T. M. ALEXANDER, Associated Negro Press, United Council Of

Church Women, 40 S. 19th Sr., Philadelphia, Pa.

MRS. WILLIAM S. ALLEN, National Society of Colonial Dames, 1075 Park'

Ave., New York, N. Y. ,

'HOWARD ANDERSON, Division of Secondary Education, U. S. Office of Ed

cation, Washington 25, D. C.

FRESCO ANDERSON, Division of School Extension, School,District of Phila.

delphia, 21st Sr.. at Parkway, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

MRS. ROBERT ANELO, National Council of Catholic Women, 85 Market

Sr., Hellam, Pa,

ELLIS ARNALL, Govrnor of Georgia, Executive Offices, Atlanta, Ga,

LYLE W. ASHBY, Division of Publications, National Education Association,

'1201 16th Sr., N. W., Washingtd 6, D. C

MRS. EDWINA AVERY, Woman's Bar Association of the District of ColUmbia,

Immigration and Naturalization Service, U. S. Department of Justice,

Franklin Trust Building, Philadelphia 2, Pa,

WILSON Bar, National AisoCiation of Manufacturers, 14 W. 49th St.,

New York 20, N. Y. .

JOSEPH H. BALL, U.. Senator from' Minnesota, Senate of the United States,

Washington, D. C.

MILLER BARBOUR, Amer' n Association of Social Workers, Wh ton Settle.

ment House, 170 N. 22nd St., Philadelphia, Pa,

MELVIN W, BARNES, Immigration and Naturalization Service, U. S. Depart-

ment of fotice, Franklin Trust Quilding, Philadelphia 2, Pa!

HOWARD BELL, Eastern Arekffice, Ametican Red Crors;Alexandria, Va.

CHARLES H. BOEHM, Department of Rural EdsiCation, National Education
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PLEDGE TO THE FLAG
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liberty and justice for all,
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